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ABSTRACT 

This thesis starts off by showing or giving some evidence to support claims that tradilionaJ 
Akan societies, as weU as many other traditional African societies, by some of their 
traditional beliefs and practices, suppress individual autonomy. That is to say, the continual 
observance of some beliefs and practices of traditional Akan societies makes the attainment 
of individual autonomy a problem. Tbeobservance of these beliefs and practices leads 10 the 
suppression of individual autonomy which in tum leads to frequent tensions between those 
who want to maintain the continuous practice of these traditional norms and beliefs and some 
individuals' attempt to be free. The thesis therefore seeks to show the importance of 
individual autonomy to every human being, both in traditional societies and even in modem 
stales. The thesis also challenges some interpretations of the tenn 'public interest' as 
justifications given for the suppression of individual autonomy. To show that individual 
autonomy is not entirely antithetical or foreign to some of the beliefs and practices of 
traditional societies, as it is frequently argued, the thesis concludes by proposing a theoryofa 
traditional Akan society that accommodates individual autonomy while still maintaining 
some of the principles that underlie the continual practice of some of their chcrished and 
inherited cultural beliefs 
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INTRODUCTION 

The main purpose of this thesis is: 

A. to show how importance it is for individuals to enjoy their autonomy in any given 

society and that' 

I. traditional nonns, beliefs, customs and practices are not to be used as 

juslifications for denying individuals their autonomy. 

2 the 'public inleresl', not being a clearly defined concept should not be used 

as ajustified excuse to deny individuals of their autonomy. 

B. The thesis also aims to show that the concept of individual autonomy is not entirely 

foreign to some of the beliefs and practices oftraditionai Akan societies and that 

wilhin some of these heliefs and practices it is possible to tap somep rinciplesthatcan 

make the accommodarion of individual's autonomy a reality 

This thesis starts ofT by showing or giving some evidence to support claims that 

traditional Akan societies, as well as many other traditional African societies, by their 

traditional beliefs and practices, suppress individual autonomy. That is to say, the continual 

observance of some beliefs and practices of traditional Akan societies makes the attainment 

of individual autonomy a problem. The observance of these beliefs and practices leads to the 

suppressionofindividuaJ autonomy which in tum leads to frequent tensions between those 

who want to maintain the continuous practice of these traditional norms and beliefs and some 

individuals' attempt to be free. The thesis therefore seeks to show the importance of 

individual autonomy to every human being, both in traditional societies an dinmodemstates. 

It challenges some interpretations of the tenn 'public interest' as justifications given for the 

suppression of individual autonomy. To show that individual autonomy is not entirely 

antithetical or foreign to some beliefs and practices of traditional societies, as it is frequently 

argued, the thesis concludes by proposing a theory of a traditional Abo society that 
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ac.eommodales individual autonomy while still maintaining some of the principles that 

underlie the eonlinual practice of some of their cherished and inherited cultural beliefs . 

Before proceeding.. it will be important 10 give some brief definitions of some key 

concepts or terms. What do I mean, for example, by individual autonomy and who are these 

traditional Akan societies I am and goiog to be referring lo? I start with the latter question. 

To gtve us a Little overview of the people referred to as Akans, let me borrow this 

cxtract (rom Kwasi Wiredu; 

The word "Akan" refers both to a group of intimately related languages 

found in West Afriea and to the people who speak them . This ethnic group 

lives prtdommantly in Ghana and in parts of adjoining Cote d'ivoire. In 
Ghana they inhabit most of the southern and middle belts and account for 

dose to half the national population of 14 millionl. Best known among the 

Akan subgroups are the Ashantis. Closely cognate are the Oenkyiras, 

Akims, Akuapims, Fantes, Kwahus, Wassa, Brongs and Nzimas, among 

others. All these groups share the same culture not only In basics but also 

in many details. Although the cultural affinities of the various Akan 

subgroups with the otl'ler ethnic groups of Ghana are not 00 the same scale 

as among themselves. any divergences affect only details. Indeed, viewed 

agalnSI lhedlstant cultures of the East and West, Akanculture can be seen 
to have such fundamental commonalities with other African cultures as to 

be subsumable under "African culture" as general cultural type.2 

Also, by 'tnd.itional' Akan societies, I am ~ferring to the period just before any 

colonial influence. I will sometime shin and refer to 'modem' (thai is the post. 

colonial period) Akan societies or even modem day Ghana when 1 am of the view 

that the matter beingdist:ussed is still prevailing or relevant to it. 

In attempting a definition of autonomy, one is faced With th~ dauntmg task 

of finding that definition adequate enough to capture the \"anous senses that the 

word is employed in usage. I will. here., give just a brief introduction of what 1 mean 

by individual autooomy. A fullerdescriptioo or explanalion is given inchaplertwo 
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where 1 employed J. S. Mill's or Millian. and so if you like, a libertanan 

IOlcrpretationoftndiVldualautonomy 

From the origin of the word, we know the word 'autonomy' comes from the two 

Greek words for 'selr, and 'rule' or 'law'. Autonomy, therefore. literally means 'self_rule,l . 

Thus we frequently hear or read thaI states an: or should be autonomous, meaning states 

should or have the right to rule themselves. By individual autonomy I should , Iso be laken to 

literally mean self-rule of the individual. My m.:amng of self-rule is expressed explicitly in 

these word. of Isaiah Bertin; 

I wish thai my life and decisions 10 depend on myself, not on cXlernal 

forces of whalever k~nd. 1 ~sh to be th~ instrument o,r m~ own. oot of 
other men's acts of wI ll . I wtsh tobc a subJect, not an obJect. 

In short, by individual autonomy, lam lalklllg about individuals being able to livc Iheir lives 

as they want to and not being controlled by any direct eXlemal forces. It is what Lindley 

summarises AI "mastery over onc's self, and one's self not being subservient.'" Like I said. 

detatledexplanation is given in chapter two but I am sure this will suffice in helping you 

follow the discussions below. I also will prefer, in this thesis, to use autonomy and freedom 

interchangeably to mean the same thing despite attempts by recent literatures 10 draw a 

distinction between Ihctwo. 

In chapter one, t bring out some of the tensions, which as I witt argue, ans.c oul of 

some of the beliefs and practices of traditional Akan societies namely; the communalistic 

nature oftradilionaJ Man societies, the influence of the family in individuals'lives. their 

value and expectations from m;image, the expe<.ted role and position of their women in their 

soclclles. including theelcvated respect they give tOper5ons of old age, persons of authority 

and their aneestraJ 5pirilS,lheir superstitiOWi character, the economic values and their 

~~~~:,.;,,~~y IUlla/llPol,nc-aJ1'1Itor) , ~1Ienullan.l..oad.oo, 1916.p. S. whom I 

:~p~F(}IW£uays(]lfL~.<hlOrdUrllwnuyPreM, 1969, LoodoG.p. l]1 
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inheritance system. One is likely to find my account of traditional Akan societies here archaic 

and atavistic or perhaps Dot typical of any Akan society in this present time, yet it is my 

belief that these principles underneath these traditional beliefs and practices continue to linger 

on and surge up whenever individual's liberty and the maintenance ofa certain status quo 

come into conflict. 

What is the nature of the kind of autonomy that I claim is suppressed in traditional 

Akan societies and even in some modem stales? Chapler two explains this kind of autonomy 

to be the autonomy based on the principle of non-interference. This kind ofaulonomy is 

achieved when individuals are allowed to pUISue their own interpretatio nofthcgoodlife,that 

is, individuals are allowed to make and take decisions that are of their interest by themselves. 

I will agree with J. S. Mill that for individuals to remain or enjoy this kind of autonomy 

wruchisbasedontheprincipleofnon-interference, it will be proper to have their choices and 

decisions not controlled by popular public opinions, customs and traditions and by 

government laws and policies. Thus governments and traditional authorities should not make 

laws and policies or hold on to traditional norms and beliefs that directly interfere in the 

private lives of individuals. 1 will point out that this kind of autonomy when enjoyed by 

individuals, appreciates their worth as rational human beings capable of making decisions for 

themselves. It also allows individuals to be innovative and creative without having to 

conform to a particular way of life throughout their life time. Autonomy based on the 

principle of non-interference makes individuals the master of their lives and prevents 

govemmenlS, traditional leaders or any other persons to have undue control over the lives of 

any individual. 

To prevent chaos in the state or society because of inevitable conflict of interests 

among individuals pursuing their own agenda of a good life, 1 will agree with Mill that there 

is the need to set some amount of limit on individuals' freedom. I will agree with Mill that 
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individuals are to be given their freedom in all things except in things that bring hann upon 

others and that the proper role of the state is to ensure that there is peace and order in society. 

The state is to ensure that individuals pursuing their own agenda do not bring harm upon 

others. Thus the only time interference by states or traditional authorities in the 'private' lives 

of individuals is justified is when an action by an individual can bring harm upon others. This 

is what I am be calling the 'hannprinciple: 

Investigation into the proper role of the stale and traditional authorities and what 

constitutes due interference and undue interference in the lives of individuals by the state and 

traditional authorities, will require of me to attempt an appreciation of thedistinclionsmade 

between 'private' and 'public' realms. This is because if I am going 10 argue that states or 

traditional authorities are not to interfere in the 'private' lives of individuals except when 

actions hyindividuals can bringhannupon others, then it will be importanlI oappreciale 

what make up for tbe 'private lives' and the 'public li ves' ofindividua Is. I will try to find out 

what accounts for the difficulties faced in finding a proper demarcation for these two 

concepts,·publ ic'and'private'.IwillfindoutwhetheritispossibIe to have a 'private realm' 

which is somehow distinct and separate from the 'public realm'. Using J. S. Mill's 

argumenlS,Iwillsuggestthatweconsiderthe'private' to be those actions or behaviours that 

do nOI bring about direcl hann upon others and the 'public' to be those actions that have 

others involved in their hannful consequences. Nevenheless, there are certain situations 

where both the 'private' and the 'public' coincide. Here. I wi ll show that there will be a need 

to findoutwruch interest should be advanced in such a situation. but so far as ind i vidualsby 

their actions do not bring hann on others. such actions should be considered private and the 

principle of non-interference should be made to apply 

Nol everybody will agree with my account of traditional Akan societies in chapter 

one, especially 00 how I will present traditional Akan societies as very authoritarian in 
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character. Such individuals will argue that traditional Akan societies, even though 

communitarian in character, allow for individuals' autonomy. Chapter three therefore seeks 

to challenge the argument made by 'moderate' communitarianism theorists that 

communitarianism as a theory of a good society accommodates individuals' liberty or that 

societies labelled as communitarian, like traditional Akan societies, do make room for the 

free expression of individuals' autonomy. I will show that if the argument by the ' moderate' 

communitarian theorists is true then their theory will not be any different from a liberal 

theory ofa good society, since a liberal theory ofa good society is what is noted for 

advocating individual autonomy. Similarly, I will show tbat the argument propounded by 

some liberal theorists that liberalism can also appreciate the worth of community living and 

solidarity among individuals just like what exists in conununitarian theories, will also not 

make liberalism anydifTerent fromconununitarianism 

I will argue that unless we want to agree that the basis ofa distinction made 

between communitarianism and liberalism is weak and so the distinction cannot sland, then 

we have to maintain a 'radical' position by our understanding of communitarianism and 

liberalism. Thus, unless we agree that communitarianism or societies so labelled as 

communitarian do not make room for the free expression of individuals' autonomy and that 

liberalism do not appreciate the worth of community, at least in the sense that 

communitarianism does, then we cannot maintain our hold on a strict distinction between 

communitarianism and liberalism since both theories will no more have atl)1hing that 

properly divide them as distinct and separate theories. I will however go along with the 

suggestion that these two theories, liberalism and communitarianism, should be explained as 

two theories belonging to different ends of the same spectrum. Thus, even though both 

theories acknowledge both communalistic and individualistic values, they do so with 
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different intensity. Such an explanation will make it possible to advocate fOf a communalistic 

society which makes room for individuals' liberty without any contradiction 

As noted earlier,theterm 'publicmterest' is given many interpretations which are 

used as justifications for suppressing individuals' autonomy in both traditional societies and 

in some modern slates. To have a bener understanding of the term 'public interest' and to 

know whether any of its interpretations can be uscd to justify the curtailment offr eedom to be 

enjoyed by individuals, Chapter four, seeks some theoretical consid erations of the vague but 

frequently used phrase 'public interest'. Here, I will uyto appreciate the difficulties involved 

in finding a proper defmition for the phrase which isprobablybecauseofits ubtlenatureand 

also because those who use the phrase ' publicinleresl' used it to mean so many things at 

difTerenttimes. I will however come to the eonc!usion that it will be difficult to ass umethat 

that which is taken to be in the public intercst will be in the interest of every single 

individual, for there will be some individuals who, no matter what the content of the public 

interest is, will have their interest not served or will be at thedisadvan taged. J willthercfore 

agree with Jeremy Bentham that one possible way of attaining the public interest is to allow 

individuals their liberty to pursue their own private interests. By so doing we can be assured 

that no one is left out by a policy assumed to be in the interest of all. This approach at the 

public interest is also in line with the proposed freedom of the individual based on the 

principle of non~iDterference. This approacb at the public interest will also prevent 

governments, lraditional authorities or any other persons from using their own understanding, 

interpretation or projection of what is in the public interest, which may be misinformed or 

misinterpreted,whether by malice or not, to push and order people into conformity to certain 

behaviour or ways of life as lhe only means of attaining the good life 

I win also find out in this chapter, if the 'public interest' can be made synonymous 

with that which promotes the cultural values of a society. Given the historical formation of 
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cultures and the fact lhatcultural borrowing has been going on forages among cui tures,lwill 

argue that it will be impossible to identify a set of cultural beliefs and practices known for 

example as Akan or Ghanaian culture which is authentic and indigenous to the people of 

Akan or Ghana without a dent ofinfluencc from other cultures. Again, I will find out whether 

it will be possible to make the public interest synonymous with the cultural values of a 

society or that whicb promotes these values, given the fact that some 0 fthecontentofsome 

of these cultural values arehannrul,detrimental and even dehurnanising to the pe opJewho 

practice them. I will conclude by suggesting that the public interest shou Idnotbemadeone 

and the same as the cultural product and values of a group or society. or that which promotes 

these values without taking into consideration the effe<::tofthese cult ural products and values 

on the lives of individuals in the group or society. 

To show that the kind of individual autonomy being described is not altogether 

antithetical or foreign to some traditional beliefs and practices ,chapter five proposes a theory 

of a traditional Akao society that can accommodate individUals' autonomy while still 

maintaining some of the principles that Wlderlic the continual practice of some of their 

cherished and inherited cultural beliefs. Some of these beliefs and practices that I will talk 

about will include the value traditional Akans place on the family. the imponance they give 

to marriage and the worth they see in procreation. I will also talk about traditional Akans 

belief in human dignity, that is,thebelieflhat all areequaJ in the eyes of God who created 

man. FinaJJy, I will look into their communitarian character itself which develops in them a 

sense ofbrotherlioess towards cach other and requires of them to seek the general welfare of 

all. My aim is to find out some of the principles underlying these beliefs and practices which 

make them appealing to the Akan people and how the accommodation of individuals' liberty 

will fit into these principles. I will use same-sex marriage as my main example of an 
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expression of individuals' freedom hoping that the principles or conclusion reached are 

applicable to other forms of individuals' free expressions as well. 
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Chapter) 

EVIDENCE OF SU PPRESSION OF INDIVIDUALS' AUTONOMY IN 
TRADITIONAL AKAN SOCIETIES 

The aim of this chapter is to identify and present some beliefs and practices of 

traditional Akan societies of which the continuous observance poses 8 threat to individuals 

attaining their frcedomto live their lives as thcy will want it. I argue that the continuous 

observance of these beliefs and practices sometimes leads 10 tension betwee nindividualswho 

want to be free to live alternative lives other than what is traditionally ex pectedofthem,on 

one side, and traditional authorities or individuals who want a11 to keep to the traditional 

nonns.ontheotherside. 

Before proceeding, I think it is important I point out that the kind of traditional 

Akan society I will be presenting here may not still be in existence anywhere in Ghana in this 

twenty f'irsl cenlury, at least nol in its entirety, mainly because of the influx of other cultures 

and also because traditional Akan societies are becoming more and morc pennissive of 

alternative ways as the days go by. Nevertheless. the issues and discussions raised here are 

still relevant todaybccause the tension between individuals and societyd iscussedhercstill 

emerges even in modem day Akan societies and even in many modem African states. Many. 

you will find. ate quick to lament that some new or current practices pose a threat to some of 

their traditions. 

Traditiona1 Akan societies were selected because there one can find the sources of 

all their beliefs and practices including those tbat are no more held on strictly as before by 

present day Akans and those that still are. It is also important to note that I do not by these 

accounts of beliefs and practices of traditional Akan societies assume them to be solely 

prcvailingin traditionw societies and not to be found in any modem societies or that these 

accounts remain exclusive to traditional Akan societies wone. I am not making a claim that 
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there IS suppression of individuals' autonomy In traditional Akan societies just bccause they 

are traditIOnal, neither am I entirely condemning traditional Akan practices. 

My pwpose, rather, is to point out some beliefs and practices of traditional Akan 

societies wbich I believe the continual observance leads to the suppression of individuals' 

autonomy. It is pouible that some of these behefs and practices are s till in practice even in 

many modem societies. We will come to see an example of this In subsequent chapters when 

I give an example of how an expression of individual liberty (specifically same sex mamage) 

iSiuppressed by lOme traditional practices oftbe Akan peopJe 

Among thC$C traditional Akan societies in Ghana. there are a number of still 

prevalent beliefs and pracllces of which the continuous observance does not give room to 

their individual members to freely express themselves. That is to say, the continual 

observance of some beliefs and practices of traditional Akan societies makes the attainment 

of freedom a problem. These beliefs and practices lead to the suppressIOn of individuals' 

freedom which in tum leads to frequent tensions between those that want to maintain the 

status quo of these traditional nonns and beliefs and the attempt by some individuals to act in 

accordance with their personal views and convictions. The communalistic natun: of 

traditional Akan societies, the influence of the family on individuals' lives, their value and 

expectations from marriage, the expected role and position of thclr women in their societies, 

mcluding the elcvated respcct given to old age, authority and anccsrrat SPlrils, their 

superstitious charaeter and their economie values are all contributing factoT'S which in away 

contributc:l to the suppression of individuals' liberty. 

Tradition.a1 Akan societies arc noted for their communalistlc character. This 

commW\ll.listic character requu·cs that members of the Akan SQCIt!llt!S place great imponance 

and emphasis on communal values which include, but not limited 10, a shared social life, a 

high rate of interdependency and mutual aid and the maintenance of clan or kinship ties 
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which comes with some expected obligations from members. Almost every activity of 

indiViduals in traditional Akan iOcierics is supposed to be geared towards lhis one purposc

the common good of the society or the common interest of a11 . There is, as a result, great 

difficulty in separating the 'private'!ivesofindividuats from that of the ·public'. That is to 

say, then: eXists a thin line ofdcmarcatioo between 'private' and 'public' life in traditional 

Akan SocietIes. Even with things concerning whether one wi ll want to marty or not, the 

choice ofa marriage partner as well as the choice to have children or not. are not just 

indmduars 'private' decision to make, but rather are made while takmg into considerallon 

the interest of the larger family or clan and at times the interest of the entire community at 

large and also not without some mfluences from parents and other family members 

Members of traditional Akan societies, as such, lend to exhibit a high degree of 

conformity 10 values, beliefs and nonns. This is mainly due to the features of these traditional 

soclcties to live a shared social life and to work towards the common good of all in the 

society. This search for the common good of all require of individuats to oRen consider the 

flourishing and success of the whole community more than their own. This will most often 

f(;l{U\re one to blend inlo the group and do as bas always been done. It is primarily, the 

rcqum:ment 10 confonn which tends to supprcss individuals' aulonomy and prevents any 

fonn of deviation from the: everyday nonns and traditions. Individuals therefore arc not given 

ample room to exercise Iheir independence away from prevailing community values 

Individuals' actIOns are to be within the framework and jurisdiction of the 

community if be or she wants 10 fit into the community. With proverbs such u ''when a 

person descends from heaven, he descends mto a human society" Lo show. as Gyekye puts it, 

thai "human p~on is communal by nature, a social being from the very outset,·06 and others 

hkc"a person is oat a palm-trec lhat he should be self-complete"to mean tha t'1heindivldual 

• K. .... 'VTICv) .. k)r. AJ'nc-C .. lhmJl Yaillft . AnllflrOducncn. Sankofa Publiabmg CoIlli*lY, p. 36 
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person lacks self.sufficiency,'" individuals are encouraged to seck first the good of the 

socieryandjust like the good book uys, "and all other things shall be added on to them." 

in looking for details, traditional Akan societies, for example, are noted for the great 

vaJueandimpon.ancelheyplaceontht:frumly. Gyt:kyenotedthat: 

The communal values such as solidanty, mutual helpfulness, 

interdependence. and eonct:m for the well·being of every individual 

member of society, find their highest and most spontaneouli expressIOn in 
thc Institution of the family. Indeed, the family itself is held as a 

fundamental valuo-a social as well as mora] value.' 

Family. for the Akans, includes all members of the extended family, of those whom one 

believes to share a common blood or ancestral relation. There are of course many positive 

benefits that the individual can enjoy from belonging to a family or a clan. The family, for 

example, gIVes to the indl\'idual an identity, support in times of need and a sense of 

belonging. AI the same time, some features of these family ties and bonding place a lot of 

restrains on the indIvidual's hbeny. The family. for example, plays a highly influential role in 

tbe indiVidual's choice of marm.gc panncr. Every family or clan has its own traditional 

reqUirements, obligations and expl.!ctalions of each individual member. Gyekye again noted 

. each individual member of the family is brought up to think of himself 

orheraelfalwaysand primarily in relation to the group of his or her blood 

relatives and to seek to bring honour to the group of his or her blood 
relatives and to seek to bring honour 10 the group ... children have 

obligations to the:irparcnts and parmts have obligations tOlheirchildrcn 

Bothlhe father and the mother who fulfil or have to fulfil their obligations 
to their chi ldren are membm of eXlended families and SO have obligations 
10 members of their extended families as well.· 

It is as a result ofthc:se expectations, responsibilities and obligations that sometimes result in 

some tensions between some individuals who want 10 live their lives free of these obligations 

tbId .. p. 17 

:=:~;~:76. 
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and expectations. and those who want to maintain the traditional family structure and its 

requirements 

The influence of traditional Akan family structure on the lives of its members 

extends even to the choice of marriage partner. There are some fami lies that are a no go area 

for family members, for reasons which might perhaps be linked to some ancestral feud. This, 

for instance, places restrictions on the individual's choice ofmarria gepartners and so should 

it happen that two individuals should fall in love with each other they w ill have no choice but 

tocurtailthatloveiftheirfamilytraditionsdonotsupporttheirunion.lnmany cases the only 

available choice left for the two lovers is to run away together cutting away all family 

relations. In some situations, family members get to pick and choose spouses for their 

members who are seen 10 be ready for marriage in what is called a fixed marriage. Again, in 

sllchsirualions. individuals involved in Ihe fixed marriage do not have a choice as to whom 

lbey will marry and may even be seeing their marriage partners for the very first lime on the 

mamageday. Such mamages are conducted under the belief that with timeth e two couples 

will learn 10 love each other. Such marriages take away Ihe individual's freedom to choose 

for him or herself whom he or she wants 10 share their life time with in marriage. Here, 

tcnsion arises if an individual, for instance, insists on marrying the woman or man he or she 

is in love with and yet family members have also arranged his or her marriage with another 

person whom he or she has no idea about. 

There is also the expectation of fami ly members after one of their members gets 

married. Marriage in traditional Akan societies brings to the man and woman some elevated 

and respectable social status. Noted rightly by Dzobo, "confirmed singles arc thus considered 

useless persons whose names should be blotted out of memory."]O Apart from the elevated 

social status marriage confers to couples, traditional Akan societies consider procreation as 
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the major reason for marriage. Thus a married man with children receives higher respect than 

a married man with nochildrcn. Dzobo, forex.ample, reports that: 

Man's ultimate goal as an individual and as a member of his clan then:f~re 
lS 10 multiply and increase because he is lherepositoryof~ecreatlve 
POWCT, therighluseofwhich is his chief responsibility. LikCWlse,when,a 

woman marries the most important thing that she takes to hl..'T husband s 

house is her productive powers because this is the essential part of her 

narure.11 

"IS therefore expected of every married couple to give birth to children to continue the 

extension of the clan and the preservation of family names. Married couples in traditional 

Akan commurutlcs are therefore not at liberty to decide for themselves whether they will 

want to be parents or not. Whether the couples are economically sound or not, whether the 

couples abhor children or not, they must go out of their way and satisfy family members or 

face the contmual wrath and intrusion of Iheir marital home by family members. Thus 

Emmanuel Abraham also noted that: 

In African traditions, marriage is procrca!tvc in its primary pwpose. 

Accordingly, women who have attained menopause do not in general 
remarry and in some societies e.g. amongtheNargi,theircurrenl marriage 

can betem1inated in this circumstance. Men, likewisc, are not expected to 

marry, unless they have a chance or fathering children, and subsequent 

impotence and sterilily in a married man can cause him to lose his wife. 11 

ThIs report by Abraham is also true of traditlOnal Akans. In many instances, the refusal or 

mabili(y of married couples 10 give birth can lead to the annulment of the marriage by family 

members. Many Married couples of traditional Akan societies, as a result, do not enjoy the 

pm·acy or their marital home since there are constant intrusions by other family members 

Here, the tension anses when you hne some married couples who do not WMt to have any 

chlldren ofthClr own but only want to enjoy the company of each other. 
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Family members in traditional Akan SOCietieS are also expected to show concern for 

each other' s needs. No one is expected to live a selfish and isolated life but must show 

commitment to the flourishing of the family. wealthy family members are therefore obliged 

to caler for the needs of the less privileged ODCS. Uncles, in matrilineal communities, are 

CXPL'Ctedto take care of their nieces and nephews in their upbringing, education, an d lfitheir 

professional training.. These demands can put financial strains on indlviduals and also place 

restnCllons on who individuals want to help or what they want to do with Lheir wealth. 

Wben il coml.'Ito the suppression of individual righlS and freedom lfilr.aditional 

Akan communities, women are especially vulnerable as compared to the men. Even though 

Akan traditional pracllces and norms place restrictions on the autonomy of both men and 

women alilc;e, the restnctlons placed on women arc more profound. Women in traditional 

Akan conunumtles are considered to be the weaker sex and so made to submit wholl y to the 

authonty of the men. Roles have been clearly marked out and demarcated into feminine and 

masculine and it is reqUired of every man to playa masculine role and of every woman to 

playa feminine roJe. Fighting and going to war, for example, are considered to be roles 

played by men. It is alsoconsidercd the role ofmcn to be elders of their clan s and of the 

communities. who make decisiOn! that affect the clan and the community on the whole. 

Women are not expt.'Cted to go 10 war neither are their views son or considered 

when il comes to maners of family interest. It is also believed that the rightful place of the 

woman is the kitchen where she is expected to cook food for the household . The expectation 

(rom women to do things that have been marked as womanly and the expL'Clalion from men 

to play roles that arc considered manly do serve as stumbling blocks for both men and women 

alike. This expectation of rcSpt.'Ctl\'C role playing for respective genders curtails the 

deve1opmcruofinteresu in areas whieh are not conSidered appropriate for eilher sex. Here. 

there are signs ofteruion when men and women develop aJtemath'c interests In certain roles 
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and jobs traditionally not associated with their sex. Such individuals are negatively tagged 

and receive name callings. 

One will find out in traditional Akan communities that the men are allowed to marry 

as many women as they can economically provide for but their women are nol given this 

liberty. Girls are betrothed at vcry young ages 10 older meD to become second and third wives 

without their consent being sought. Women are not supposed to posses any economic 

property of their own and so any woman that acquires any form of economic wealth must 

entrust it in the hands of her husband 

There is also the widowhood rite. When a man loses his wife he can, shortly after 

the funeral, go ahead and marry another person but the same cannot be reported of the 

woman. Widows are required by traditional family nonns to go through a long process of 

widowhood rites, most of them very dehumanising. Widows are for example made to sleep 

by the corpse of their dead husbands for weeks, not allowed in public pia cesforsomeperiod 

of time and made to mourn their husbands for months. Widows who refuse to go through 

these rites are accused of being responsible for the death of their husbands. After the 

widowhood rites have been observed the woman does not again have the liberty to marry 

whom she desires or the liberty to remain without a man. Some traditional laws permit the 

eldest brother of the widow's husband to marry the widow as part of the eldest brother's 

inheritance of his deceased brother. These are evidence oftbc suppression of women's liberty 

or autonomy in traditional Akan societies which are a potential cause of tension 

Moving on from the suppression of women's liberty, there is also in traditional 

Akan communities a highly elevated respect given to people of old age and persons in 

authority. In these societies age is ofa great essence. The number of years one has is 

supposed to detenninethe level of one's experience, knowlcdge and wisdom in all aspects of 

life. OldpeopJe are therefore consulted for advice and ideas whenever there are conflicts or 
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the need for some major decisions to be taken. No matter the level of education of a young 

man, his knowledge and wisdom is not to be compared to that of an uneducated aged man 

Aged people are also considered to have the power to curse people who wrong them and 

bless those who otTer aid aodscrvicc:s tOlhem. 

When could understand why older people are considered wise. There more years 

one has, the more the i{;cwnulation of tife experience yet as Gyckyc noted. "age and 

knowledge should not be equated with wisdom."I) Acquiring all the cxpt:nence and 

knowledge of the traditions and nonns does not make one automatically a wie person in as 

much as havlflg knowledge of all the moral laws doesn't make automatically make one a 

moral person Beside,ooepersoncannothaveaccesstoalloflifeexpcnence. 

TIUselevatedrespect for old age and the assumption of wisdom associated with 

persons of old age, has some positive sides in that these old people are not neglected from 

societies but OI1e given opportunities to contmue to contribute to the flourishing of their clans 

and communities. At the same lime, this elevated respect for the elderly and the association 

of wisdom to them leads to these elders projecting and cxenTng their thoughts and ideas on 

the rest of the people. Since the eldcrs areconsidertd to know best, since the eld ersareright, 

the youth must submit to the demands and directives of the elden even if they have 

alternati ve interests and perceive things differently. Since it is considered detrimental for the 

young to challenge the authority and wisdom of the elderly for fear of a curse of one's life 

bemgsbort lived. the youth will have to succwnb to wishes of the elderly, since th is is what is 

perceived u an assured Wly of living a long life as well and ror one to also reccive respect 

from the youth in one's old age. It is nOi only the youth who are cx.pccted to succumb to their 

elders. Grown up men and women who might be married with children of their own also 

must show respect for their elden and listen to their counsel if they want to receive the 

" K""amr: (iyekye. Afrtaut Cultural Volun ' A.llII1odw:noll, Sankof. PublWun, Company, p. 143 
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blessings of old age and longerlifeoneartb. Here, tension arises when the youth as well as 

grown up men and women want to follow a course which the elderly are against. Going by 

their own convictions will imply neglect of their elders and succumbing to the elderly will 

mean the given up of their autonomy 

Apart from the highly elevated respect for people of age and the association of 

wisdom 10 them, there is also a highly elevated respect for and reverence towards ancestral 

spirits. Ancestors are considered to be spirits of certain dead relations who are believed to 

have led an exemplary life during their time spend on earth. These ancestral spirits are 

believed to have both the experience of mortal life and spiritual life having lived in the world 

of man and now in the world of the spirits. They are also known to have supernatural powers 

to bless or curse the living. They are also believed to be protectors ofthcirc1ans against bad 

omens and spirits. This is how Wiredu conceived of them; 

The ancestors arc conceived of as persons who continue to be members of 
their pre-mortem families, watching over their affairs and generally 
helping them ........ in view of their preswned powcr to promote human 
well-being, they are approached with considerable respect. 14 

Ancestors are therefore held in high esteem and are regarded as custodians of 

tradition. There is therefore an obsession to follow tradition as given or handed down to 

present generations by the ancestors. This is to ensure that the ancestors are not wronged or 

angered because of some deviation from known customs. This obsession to follow the path of 

the ancestors leads to a high level ofconfonnity to beliefs and practices. It is what greatly 

stands in the way of individual creativity and the development of alternative methods and 

behaviourwrucbareseenasadeviationfromthewaysoftheanceslors. lndividuals'freedom 

of expression is therefore confined to only tbose which tradition will penn it. Tension 

therefore emerges belwccll individual creativity and the maintenance of tradition when 
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individualsdevelopcertainambitions,altemativesbehavioursanddesircsthatarecontraryor 

outside the scope of known and prevailing traditions 

It is also the desire of everyone to become an ancestor after his demise. Wiredu 

again noted that "everybody hopes eventually to become an ancestor . ... ancestorship is 

simply the crowning phase of human existence."1S Because oflhis hope and desire to one day 

become an ancestor, individuals must leave their lives in away and manneracc eptable by his 

society for it is not anybody at all who can qualify to be an ancestor. As noted by Dzobo 

"(ancestorshipJ is conferred upon those who eam them by the excellent !"itle and is earned by 

living virtuously in this life.,,16 Dzobo 17 further identified the conditions of becoming an 

ancestor as marriage, having children, being in good health,and dying of ana tural cause in 

one's old age. The first two conditions confinn my earlier comments of how importance 

maniage and the bearing of children are important to traditional Akan societies. With these 

conditions to look out for, members of traditional Akan society wanting to become an 

ancestor {because ifone fails to attain the ancestor title af'teronc's demise that individual is 

generally assumed 10 have led a reckless life not worthy of mention or emulation) will have 

play his traditional role well and not deviate or acquire an alien believe or character. This 

againleadstoalifeofconformityandfcarofaltemativelifestyle. 

Traditional Akans' obsession with religion further contributes to the suppression of 

individuals' autonomy. It is said that religion and spiril'uality permeate all aspects of a 

l1aditiona1 Akans' life, so much so that Akans find it difficult to differentiate between the 

religious and lhenon religious. In conunenting about Akan's religious attitude, W iredunoted 

There is, indeed, genCT311y among the Akans a confinned attitude of 
unconditional reverence for Onyankopon, the Supreme Being ....... they 

:: ~.~'. i;.:~, "Values in a. Changing Society: M2Jl, Anusto~ and God" in Wiredu and G ed 
~)'1.,~;~~J~CouncilOfReseiU'ChinValue'ilDdPhilO5OphY(I992)'P.231. yd:ye( .}Penon 
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regard Him as good, ~ise, and power.rul in ~e highest. He is the 

determiner of human destmy as of everything else. 

This obsession with religion makes them superstitious, so much so that they tend to give 

spiritual and religious connotation to almost everything thing that happens around them 

When one discovers the healing powers of certain herbs and plants, for example, he is said to 

have received the revelation from dwarfs in the forest or directly from some gods. If one's 

fann fails to yield good crop at time of harvest, it said to be a curse from either an enemy, 

ancestors or from the gods. In all of these instances no proper scient ificinvestigationsare 

conducted to ascertain lhetrue cause but rather gods arc consulted forntua ls to be made to 

avert the cause. These superstitions can sometimes become a potential threat to individuals' 

freedom. This is because individuals who develop interests outside the permit of tradition or 

exhibit alternative behaviour lying outside the norms are condemned as influenced and 

bewitched by evil spirits. Attempts are made on such persons to get these evil spirits 

exorcisedandwhentheyarenotsuccessfulsuch individualsbecomeoutcastsandare labellcd 

as witches and wizards. The superstitious explanations given to alternative behaviours and 

interests outside the nonn suppress individuals' liberty since individuals must act in 

accordancewithtradilionalrequiremenlssoasnotbecalledwitchesorseento be possessed 

with evil spirits. This places some restrains on creativity, innovations and individual self 

development. 

Some economic values of traditional Akan communities also undermine 

individua1s' search for freedom. As noted above the communal nature of traditional Akan 

societies makes the welfare of the community the primary goal of all. Economic Structures 

are also arranged to foster similar goal, which is to achieve the common good of all. In 

traditional Akan communities, land is the main source of economic wealth. Chiefs are said to 
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be the custodians and trustees of all the lands in the community which are held to be 

communally owned. Chiefs and elders have the power to distribute the land to families as 

they deem fit yet gUlJed by the common good of the community. Thus Gyckcyc rightly noted 

Land, a fundamental propeny In African society, is communally owned 
The Chief or the bead of the lineage or clan is the custodian of the land. 

His position is that ofatrustee, holding the land for the c1an or the whole 

community (village or 10\.\''11). He is invested with the power to manage 
and administer the communal property, but he is under an obligation to do 
so in the interests of the members of the community or lhe Jineage (clan), 

all of whom also have a title or "ght to claim o ..... nership of the land 
itself.r. 

TIle only sort of private ownership of land that c"istcd in traditional Akan society was that 

which belong 10 clans and lineages. Even with thcseones, the lands are under the trustecship 

and custody of the clan heads who had the authority 10 distribute it among the family 

members to work on. Individuals therefore cannol have as much land as they want or even 

usethcalloclled land for the kind of business or investment they desire. How the land IS used 

is decided and approved by family heads or the chief of the land . Traditional Akan economic 

values thm=fore suppress private ownership of land and the developrnl."nt of individual 

t1llrqncm:unal skills of their members. 

The nature of traditional Akan inheritance system also challenges the attainment of 

tndividuals' freedom. Then: an:: traditional laws regulating the distribution of dead relalives' 

property among the family members. Individuals do not have the liberty to go against family 

traditions and decide to whom their propcn)· should go to after their death. In matrilineal 

SOCieties the dd~t brother of the deeeased inherits most of the properties including the wife 

and the ehildrt:n left by the deceased. In other situations, properties ofa deceased family 

member are shared equally or proportionally among family memben. This means thai 

HI K'IlIUDr Gyekye. AfrJcGII ell/nual J'aIWl: ...... 'UotIwctJolI . Suko(a Publu.tung Company. p. 96-97 
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individuals who want to leave their properties directly to their children and wives cannot do 

so. Uone'shousehold is inhcrited by an irresponsible brother or cousin then it will lead to the 

neglecl of the deceased children and the complete destruction ofonc's we alth and business. 

Commenting 00 the nature of traditional African inheritance system, Gyekye noted 

The inheritance systems of many communocultural groups in most 
Amcan societies are such as raise the expectation ofa number of members 
ofa lioeage (or extended family) to inherit, or at least have claim to the 
property left by a deceased wealthy member of the fami ly.20 

Gyekye was here lamenting on how the inheritance system of traditional African societies 

leads to the collapse of many industries after the demise of the founder due to family 

members all claiming part of the company. It is this same inheritance system that also 

supresses individual autonomy. The inheritance system and laws aet as an impediment 10 

individuals' freedom of choice and decision making. Tension here emerges when individuals 

want to leave thcirproperty as a fonn of inheritance to some specific individualsorpcrsons 

but family tradition would not allow 

lnconclusion, this chapter has sought to provide evidence to show that the continual 

observance of some traditional Akan beliefs and practices has the tendencies to suppress the 

autonomy of the individuals. I have tried to show that some of the beliefs and praclices of 

traditional Akan societies stand detrimental to the attainment of individuals' autonomy and 

that the continual observance of these beliefs and praclices often leads 10 tension emerging 

between some individuals who want to be free from traditional ways of lire and some persons 

who may want the status quo of traditions to always prevail. 

.. Kwame Gyeitye, Tradition and Modernity, Oxford Univeniry Press, Oxford, 1997, pp. 252.253 
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Cbaptel"2 

THE NATURE OF INDIVIDUALS' AUTOL\Oi\lY AND ITS IMPORTANCE 

Autonomy of the individual,as I have been showing in the previous chap Icr, isvery 

difficult to achieve in traditional Akan societies. What is the nature of this autonomy that is 

said to be lacking in traditional Akan societies and how are we to realize this kind of 

autonomy? In this chapter, I present a classical libertarian view of what is meant by 

autonomy of the individual and why this kind of autonomy is important for any theory of a 

good society. I will employ essentially}. S. Mill's principleof ' non-interferencc' and also 

agree with him that the only justified interference in the lives ofindjvjduals by states or 

traditional authorities is the one based on the 'harm principle'. Together the two principles 

say lhatindividualsinasocictyaretobegiventhefreedomtolivetheirliveswithoutany 

interference from others except when their actions bring hann upon others. This 

investigation will lead me to further investigate into the public and private dichotomy as a 

way of identifying the proper limits to governments' or traditional authorities' intrusion in 

individuals' affairs and aJso lheproper limit 10 lhis autonomy that is supposed to be enjoyed 

by individuals. 

Sectiobl:Classicallibcl"alviewofindividuals'autobomy 

I will be using essentiaJly the views and ideas of John Stuart Mill in his book On 

Ubertl' mainly because I believe the ideas and vjews expressed by him concerning 

individuals' freedom have been and still are very influential in the writings of many liberal 

philosopbers. Hardly will any modem liberal theorisl writes without making reference to 

lIJ. S.Mill,o"Liberty,18S9,Bltochcbooks,KiIChencr.2001. 
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Mill's work and ideas expressed in his book 0" Uberty, either by directly quoting him or 

indirectly presenllDg some aspects of his thoughts. That is to say that the influence of Mill ' s 

lhought on the idea of autonomy of the individual on modem liberal theorists cannot be 

overemphasized and so I bclievc it is only prudent that I start my invesilgation ofi ndividuals' 

autonomy using his views. One recent liberal thl8ker who has been fascinated by the thoughts 

and ideu of Mill on individuals' autonomy is Kwame Anthony Appiah. One can find 

influences of MIll m many of his works on individualtt y and personal freedom. This IS 

eVident in his wor1cs like TIl,' EthiCS of /denllfJP , CQsmopolitonism
lJ 

and in his paper titled 

"Liberalism. Individuality, and Identity.,,14 

In brief, we can describe Mill's conceplton of individuals' autonomy as based on a 

pnncipleofnon-interferenee; that is, (or Mill, individuals in any soclcty are to be allowed 

lheirlibcrtyoftastesandpursuils,offramingtheplanoflheirlifetosuillheirowncharacter. 

of doing as they like subject to such consequences as may fo llow so far as they do nOl harm 

others in the process. The kind of individual autonomy therefore in content ion, the kind 

which is said 10 be lacking in traditional Akan societies, is the one just described by Mill, 

wttich i. thc pnnciple that mdLviduals in a society are to be gi\'en the freedom to live their 

lives \\Ithout Illy interference from ot.hen except when their actions bring hann upon others. 

The exception which I called 'the hann principle' will be discussed as we go along. It is this 

pnnclple of non·interfcrence that I argue IS absent in traditional Akan societies 

Some of the beliefs and practices of tradilioo.al Akan societies pose a problem 

because they take away the liberties ofindividuaJs and place authority in the hands oft heir 

leaders who determine the kind of li fe their Individual members are to live in order to anain 

these leaders perception or conception of the good life. I argue that it is because of the 

;: Kwarne AntbOCl)'Appab. 71teElIIICS O/uJnthry, PrmcecoaUDiVersllyPrc:u. Pnneeton. USA, 2005 
:. Kwamr AJIlboa)' App~ eo.-.opoIltaJf~. £d,,~ 111 Q World o/SlrtJn8en, W. W. Nonoo. New York, 2006 
2!~ Aadloay Appiah. - Ltberahsm.1ndividuaIi.ty, Uld Identity'", CrinaU Inquiry, Vo!.l7, No. 2 (Wmtet, 
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continuous observance of some of these traditional norms and practices which takes away 

individual autonomy, that leads to frequent tension between individuals, who want to do 

things their own way and traditional authorities, whose quest is to maintain the stalus quo. 

Human freedom, we all have come to appreciate, is nol absolute. There are many 

hindrances that prevent man from achieving all thai he wants, when he wants it and how he 

wants it. Some oftbese hindrances are man-made while others are natural. Some of them we 

can control and overcome yet others are at the moment beyond our natural capabilities to 

control and so we leam 10 live with them. The kind of hindrances on individuals' freedom 

that Mill challenges here is the kind that are man-made and hence with in human power 10 

contro] or remove. Mill essentiallywanls to put the power of decision and choice in the hands 

of the individual. For Mill. individuals are 10 be the authors of their own lives by deciding for 

themselves how they want to live their lives. Individuals should be al liberty to make their 

life choices without any influences from their fellow men in any form (so far as their actions 

do not bringhann upon others). 

Mill realized that individuals' autonomy or the enjoyment of freedom by individuals 

could be hindered in several ways; It could be hindered through the use of force by means of 

government's policies and laws enforced by its security apparatus (that is when we bring to 

govemment-citizens relationship). Thus it is possible for certain government policies or laws 

10 impede or restrict the enjoyment of individuals' liberty. This can manifest itself in so many 

ways. It could manifest itself in the economic life of the people, as in ccrtain tradep olicies. 

priceceiliogs and the placement of embargoes on the provision of certain goods and services. 

Government policies can also affect the social life of the people as in certain laws and 

policies thai do not acknowledge marriages among certain groups of people like homosexuals 

ordictalethe number of children families are to have. 
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Apart from govcnunent or state IntervenllOns in the liberties of its people, there is 

also what Mill referred to as the "tyranny of the majority"u which he describes as an evi l 

which societies must guard against. ''Tyranny of me majority" is when the choices and 

preferences of the majority In society are generally assumed as what is right and usually 

imposed on the minority group. By so doing, anybody with a contrary view and preference is 

ridiculed and considered a misfit. In order not to be a misfit or attract social ridicule, 

individuals In such societies who may have different preferences arc mfluenced into 

succwnbing to the generally accepted nonn of behaviour 

10 the traditional commuruty settings, like that of traditional Akan societies, it is 

possible for individual autonomy to be taken away by the Insislencc to observe and follow 

tradition as it has been handed down to the current gcn~rations by their ancestors. 1 will now 

In the following paragraphs be considering how the cOnlinucs obselVance of some traditional 

behefsandpraclicescananddohindertheenjoymentof individualaulonomy 

In the traditional Akan societies which I have bem describing. one can clearly see 

eVIdence of the suppression ofindividuals' autonomy. There is a strong passion on the side of 

traditional authorities and even the among majority of the people to protect traditional nonns 

and values from what they believc 10 be external intrusions of different cultures. This passion 

allows for very linle change in how things are done and if any major changes should occur <It 

alllhc~ take very long time to happen. 

The obsession of keeping to thettatus quo,that is, that which has been done by our 

ancestors over the years, moves traditional authontlcs to demand stnet adherence to beliefs, 

nonus and praCllces. As has been shown already, individuals who develop alternative life 

cholCCS and behaviours are considered deviant and become outcasts wilhout any 

eonsiden:tion as to allOWing them the free expfC5.Sion of their autonomy. They either have to 

J. S ~h1I. 0It Obmy. 1859, Batoebc boob, K.IIchcott, 201)1, p. 8. 
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succwnb Wlwillingly to these traditions or face constant hostile social oPPOsItion which 

somctimes forces them to live their preferred lifestyle in secrecy. 

Mill wants choices and decisions taken by individuals to be devoid of the direct 

Influences by rrad.ilionalleaden; and authorities througb th~ir traditional beliefs and practices 

(In cascoftraditional socictH.'S); devoid of intrusions by stales through their law 5 and policIes 

(in caieofa state); devOid of influences of public opinions. Individuals 'decisions~lobe 

their own. reached after careful reasoning. As I mtntioned in the inrroduction, this is what 

LindleY5ummanscs3S"mastcryoverone'ssclf,andonc'sselfnotbcingsubservient.,.26 

R.. S. Downie and Elizabeth Telfer also gave us a further understanding to what it 

mean to have mastery over one's self. This they did when they asked us to see an autonomous 

man as the man who has the "capacity to choose what to do, whether he will do X or 

refrain.',r the word 'capacity' here shouldn't be ~Cf1 to be referring to physical strength or 

ca.pabilitybutlllthertheab5e1lceofanyex.temal physical restrain caused by a third person . 

Again, they described as autonomous, the man who has the capacity to choose what 

to thl1lk.lI This is could be descnbed as referring to 'psychologieaJ freedom' that is the ability 

to think what one wants to think without any fear of punishment. This 'psyehologicaJ 

freedom' un be influenced by physical cxternal forces likc the inability for one to freely 

choose: what he wants to do for himself. If one is not free to choose what he wants to be then 

he will also DOt be free, In a way, to choose what he thinks since he fears that such a thought 

might lead hInt to do what he is not allowed to do which will in tum attract some fonn of 

punishmenl or public ridicule 

Downie and Telfer also described one as autonomous "in virtue ofa capacit)' to 

think ..-,l1al he likes on moral matters, make up his own mmd on moral issues, decide for 
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himself what he ought to do, choose his own moral posirion:02
9 

They perceive this to be one 

of the characterizations of what lheycaU'moral LOdividuality' which should be found in any 

autonomous individual. In brief, Downie and Telfer's understanding of an autonomous man, 

the man who is a maslery of himself, is the man who bas the capacity or free to choose for 

tumselfhis actions, free to choose what he wants to think and free to choose what to do given 

any mora] situatIOn. The lack: or absence of these in an individual constitutes the lack or 

absence of individual autonomy. 

Returnmg to Mill, Mill sees individuals who hve their lives in accordance with what 

people expect of them are nol autonomous. Such persons, Mill believes, are more hke 

puppets controlled by prevailing public opinions or simply are ape-like imitators dancing to 

thetuneofOlhers: 

He who lets the world, or his own ron Ion of it. choose his plan of life for 

him, hal no need of any other faculty than the apc-Iike one of imitation 

He who chooses his plan for himself employs all his faculties. 3o 

From the above quotation it can be said that Mill's conception of an autonomous person 

involves one who chooses his plan for himself and to do Ihis means that one iii capable of 

employing a1l his faculties . By this Mill meant that humans are rational beings capable of 

thinking faT themselves and of making and taking decisions that are in their Interest. In the 

following wordi, Mill explains further what he meant by the employment of all of OOC'S 

facultics.Heclaimsthat: 

The human faculties of perception, judgment, discriminative feeling. 

mental activity,lIldeven moral preference, arc c:xen:iscd nnl}' In making a 

choice. He who does anything because it is the custom makes no choice 

He gains no practice cither in discerning or in desiring what IS best. The 

=t~~ and moral, like the musc:ular powers, are improved only by being 

"' 1btd.,p.29S 

~:b! MllLOII!~·.111$9,Balocbcboo".KJlI:bma,200I.p.SS 
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From this we can infer that by the employment of all of one's faculties, Mill meant Ihal an 

individual should rely on his sense of perception which brings to h im all sorts of experience, 

his moral prowess which gives him the power to discern between what is good and what is 

bad and the mental faculty which he uses to make for himself good judgement. An 

autonomous person will need to apply or exercise all these faculties to become a master of his 

own life for anyone whose life choices depended heavily on popular opinions and traditional 

demands are not cmploying lheirmental faculties, for they have allowed others to do the 

thinking for them. Mill claimed that every individual should be seen as the best judge on 

matters concerning himself. He should be the author of his life and not just fo llow a manual 

wrinen down a priori by the family, society, or slate 

Perhaps we could link Mill's claim of an autonomous man employing all of his 

faculty in making a rational decision or choice and Downie and Telfer 'mora l individuality' 

to Kant's version of an autonomous individual. Kant was of the view that a good moral 

decision can and should be made by an autonomous will. He describes an autonomous will as 

''the property that the will has of being a law to itself."J2 He describes a will whic his not 

aUlonomousasheteronomouswill,that is. a will that: 

.. seeks the law that is to determine it, anywhere but in the fitness of its 
maxims for ils own legislation of universal laws, and if it goes outside of 
itself and seeks this law in the character of any of its objects.3l 

A Heteronomous will, for Kant, does not give itself the law but rely on external influences 

Here, even though Kantwasrcferringtoactingbecauseofsomeends,thatis,e itherbecause 

of some benefits or to avoid some hann or pain, it is still possible to relate the autonomous 

will (the will which is a law to itself independent of any external innucnces) to the 
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autonomous individuaJ (the individual ~bo takes his own decision without any direct 

extemalinfluenees). 

Kant was of the view that humans are rational beings who are capable of a will, that 

is, to be able to reasoo and act through arriving at beliefsanddesires.~ It is this rationaJiry 

and possession of a will that differentiates humans from non-humans. It IS also what makes 

every human individual worthy of respect. So Kant describes man as having 'absolute 

worth') ' and entreats that we treat men as an end themselves and not as means to certain end. 

In Kant 'S view, "man. and in general every rational being, exists as an end in himself and not 

merely as a means to be arbitrarily used by this or thai will."}to Inferring from Ihis, we should 

respect the rahonality or the will ofevcry individual, allowing them to make their own 

choices. and not force them to leave their lives in in certain prescribed ways in other to 

<Khleve someone', conception or idea of the good life. Humans, as rallonal beings, shou ld be 

masters of their own lhes 

From Mill and the other authors considered, we can say that traditional Akan 

societies, so described in chapter one. or any society which does not allow for the free 

expremon of its individual members does not conceive of its individual members as rational 

and therefof'C capable of deciding for themselves what they want their lives to be. They will 

thc:Tefore need the authorities to direct them as to the best way to live their lives. It will mean 

thai individuals in these societics, so dC$cribed,are oot allowed 10 emptoytheir full faculties 

smce their authoritlct: h3VC already developed for them a handhook that will guide them 

throughout their life. As a result, individuals need not do any serious thmklng for themselves 

to know how they are gomg to live their lives since all they have to do is follow the norm and 

mherited family traditions. Like Mill said , such individuals are no more than ape-ilk!! 

" Ib.d.. , p.2J. 
"1b1d.. p. J5. 
"'Ibid., p.15. 
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imitalors. lndividuals are rather to be given the liberty to thmk and make choices for 

themselvessincctheyhaveillnthemasrational agents to do so. 

At this point authorities from traditional Akan societies might come in to challenge 

ttus pnnciple of individuals' autonomy on the basis that every individual lives in a society or 

is born nalluaUy into an already existing society and so inevitably will be influenced by 

iOCicly in diverse ways. A person's envirorunent alone places certain limitations on him: the 

kind of friends hewa1k.swith, the sehool be is taken to, the family he is raised in and a who Ie 

gamut of social faetoB are continually hining at him and influencing his choices and 

dccisions. Even if the individual bas to make a life for himself, he will still nced the social 

mstltutlOns and structures provided by the community, and so all this talk about an 

aUlonomousmdividualfree from social prcssun::sis never anainable.S. I. Benn identified Lhis 

same concern or counter argumtnl when hI:: asked the question that· 

Are we not .n governed by the basic pre-suppositions of a society which 

hasprovidcdtheveryeonceptualstruclureofourworld,thetraditionsimo 
which we have been inducted, the demands of roles we ha\'e 
intemalized-r1 

To which be givcs what I believe to be thc most appropnatc response that 

The autonomous man doe! not rest on the unexamined if fashionable 

convcotionsofhis sub-culture when they lead to palpableinconsist encies. 

He will appraise one aspect of his tradition by entical canons derived from 
another. At the anlst or the scientist must draw on the resources of a 

tradition to contribute creatively to itsde\'elopment, so an autarchical man 
must constru~ It for himself to become autonomous.lI 

Benn understood and appreciated the fact that individuals can be and are influenced by a 

whole gamut ofsociaJ factors. some of which indiViduals will have no control ovcr. Yet, he 

believed that the autonomous man must do his own critical self appraisal to these social and 

cultural clI.pcm.-ncc.'S and then make his own decision as to which ofthe$e experiences he will 

~ ~;~~:'~~;dtheConoeptof' Pmoa~, P'foceetluegl o!tlw Arulotef'UfI SOCl~ty. New 

" I'bId. , pp. 126-127 
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Ilketo adopt. Individuals should be free to choose and reject any of the expenences they so 

wish without any fear or intimidation from their fellow men. 

~1I11 was also not oblivious to this possible cowuer·argument from traditional 

leaders. like Benn Mill agrees with the view that cultural tradition and other social factors 

can play some role in individuals' choices yet he believed that individuals still have it in them 

10 forge their own path of life. He was of the view that 

IThe mdl\'ldual] must use observation to see, reasoning and judgment to 
foresee, activilY logalher materials for decision, discrimination to d ecide, 

and when he has decided, finnness and self-control to hold 10 his 

deliberaledecision. And thesequalilies he requires and exercises exactly 

in proportion as the pan of his conduct which he detennines according to 

hiSOWD)udgment and feelings isa largeone.)'l 

ThUi the autonomous man should not allow himself to be oblivious to happenings and 

experiences arotmd him. He should not be oblivious of history but rather must give his own 

rational appraisal of these happenings, experiences and history and then create for himself his 

own path. In the fina1 analysis, it should be up to the individual to say that this is what he 

wants his life to be. It is only when the individual makes a rational decision by thinking 

throllgh his choices and dtciding that this is what he wants rorhimselfand tha t he wants it 

because it is what he thinks will benefit him or be to his interest, that We can call such a 

person autonomous. Thus given all the social factors that play some role in individuals' 

doclslOn making, individuals can still become autonomous just by employing their full 

faculties in deliberation and decision making. 

Obscrva.J.ion of man in society confmns that an individual can still 'be of himselr 

despite numerous social conditions affecting his decision making. That is why it is possible 

10 find individuals who have been rnised and trained within certain cultural experience 10 

grow and develop contnry alternative values from those cultures they were tramed in. A boy 

'J s. Md~ On LliHm. 18Sq. H.ltoct\ebwk .... K.Rcbmn. lOOt, p. 55. 
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can be traincd in a seminary most of his life but can still grow to develop different in tcrestin 

medicine or business. Sucb an individual can become autonomous by going for what he 

wants among the available alternative of experiences and not what is expected of him by 

family traditions or public opinions. In the traditional Akan society described in chapter one 

as being authoritarian through the suppression of individuals' autonomy, individuals are 

broughlUp in traditional nonns and practices, trained in these traditions and made to know 

their roles in sustaining these traditions. As they grow up iLispossible for their interests to 

change either through influences from other cultures or through a natural desire to be 

something different. As notcd by Erich Fromm, "the more the child grows and to the extent 

to which primary ties arc cut ofT, the more it develops a quest for freedom and 

independence.''''o (By 'primary tics' Fromm meant tics with parents and cultural influences.) 

Any attempt to quench this thirst for freedom can lead to internal psychological conflict for 

the individual which rnight later lead to negative rebellion against these obstacles, which here 

will be parents and the upholders of traditions. 

Having said this, I think it is important to mention that an autonomous person is not 

necessarily the one who is said to always or constantly go against the prevailing norms of his 

or her society. Individuals can choose for themselves the way of life of fami ly traditions or 

follow the prevailing nonns of their societies and still remain autonomous if after having 

rationally thought through their options they decide that following the nonn is what will 

benefit them. ht this instance, the individual is not identifying himself with popular opinions 

or demands jus1 because they are the prevailing interest of the masses which they have no 

cboicebuttosuccumbtoagainsttheirpersonalintereSI,butrathersuch an individual believes 

these prevailing norms are in consonance with his or her own interest and agenda. The 

ditrermce between the two is that unlike the fonner, the latter individual can give a rational 

00 Erich Fromm, The FearofFreedotn. Routledge, LoDdooand NewYork,p. 2l 
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rca50n for gOing along with prevailing norms and traditionl and the reatOn would nol be 

because everybody else is domg ii, or thai It was because defenders of traditions and customs 

Wlil wanl him to or by the forces of popular social demand. but rather becaUJe it was what he 

willingly wanted to do. That is why S. I. Bcnn would have us distinguish betWeen "one who 

simply accepts the roles society thrusts on him and uncritically internalizes the received 

mores, from someone committed to a critical and creative conscious search for coherence and 

lhetruth in doing what he ilidoing.'t41 

It is true that familial relations and ties influence the choices and decisions of 

mdividual$. Traditional nonns and even public opinions can somehow affect individuals' 

judgement and decision makmg. These facts are unavoidable. So far as men continue to live 

In society and maJntamcontact with each other, individuals are bound to be influenced by 

one ide. or anoth~. This is not what the principle of individuals' autonomy wants to 

challenge. The principleofnon·interference rather challenges the claim that individuals are 

to succumb to these mfluences without developing alternatives of their own. It challenges the 

view that individuals are to uphold prevailing nonns as the only definition of the good life or 

that individuals havIng benefited from these practices, norms and institutions are obliged to 

keep practicing them in the same way and manner they received it without making any 

change, whether radical or small. The principle of individuals' autonomy rather holds that 

since IDdividuals are rational beings with minds of their own, they are to be gwen the 

freedom to choose among the various experiences they encounter from at! as:poct of societies 

how they will prefer to live thelT lives wjthout fear, intimidation or mtruslon from their 

fellowmen 

Allowing IOdl\'lduaJs' autonomy to prevail in society does not al50 mean that 

traditional noms and values are not respected or should be abandoned altogether. A 
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community's traditions represent one way of life and could be the chosen way of life for 

some individuals so far as the norms and prJ-ctices within these traditions attract them. 

Traditions are therefore not to be totaJly abandoned but rather improved upon and made more 

attractive to its members and also others outside these traditions. Anthony Appiah
42 

noted 

that there are two different ways for an individual to express autonomy and accuses Mill of 

oot coming clear as to which be is arguing for in his essay On Liberty. Appiah held that in 

one way, an individual can remain autonomous simply by being different (TOm all others 

through the creation of his own alternative lifestyle or idea hitheno unknown or seen before 

byanyone. ln this instance, the individual can be said to have contributed to diversity for he 

would have introduced something new. This is what perhaps might be tenned as 'authenticity 

in self-crcation'. In another way, an individual can remain aUlOnomous by just being a master 

of his own plans and decision bulDot necessarily bringing about something new altogether. 

In this instance, the choice or decision he arrives at on his own may be the choice and 

decision of others as well yet because he arrived at it by his own volition without being 

coerced,wecansayofhimthatheisautonomous 

For I might choose a plan of life that was, as it happened, very like 
somebody else's and still not be merely aping them, following them 
blindly as a model. I wouldn't, then, he contributing to diversity (so, i none 
sense, I wouldn't be veryindividual),but I would still be constructing m y 
own in another sense, individual planoflife4J 

This second sense of individual autonomy described by Appiah isconsiste nt with what I have 

been describing in previous paragraphs. Appiah however wants us to interpret Mil l as 

advocating for both senses and not just for the first sense and I think I would W30t to agree 

with him. 
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Given the reaJil1csofsocieties, it is very diffieult to achieve individual a utonomyof 

the first kind. which for individuals to meet, individuals must demonstrate something quite 

differcnt from everyone clsc: and through that add to diversity- that is, ifit is a matter of 

choice, the individual must choose somcthingwbieb has ncver been chosen before :ifitisa 

maner of behaviour, the individual must demonstrate a behaviour which hitherto was unseen 

before. This type ofaulonomy is difficult 10 anain because as it stands now our choices and 

dcc.sions. are more often Ihannol, the choiccs of others as well. Indi\"lduals however can slill 

claim 10 be autonomous if we genuinely come up with an idea ourselves oblivious to its 

existence alJudy elsewhere. Let's lake for example someone in a small lawn 10 Ghana, who 

after some careful thoughts comes out with the initiative lO become a rap artist. His initiative 

,s au.hentie in the sense that hc IS the first in his town tocomeoul with such a project aod he 

came out with this project without any direct external influence of rap music elsewhere. He 

~a.snotawarealthetimethathisinitiativehasbeendeveloped.alreadyinotherplaces. We 

can can such a penon autonomous in this sense for he might not have added to the divcrslll~ 

in the global society but has done so for his small town which hitherto knew no rap musl~' 

Again, as mentioned earlier, an individual can also be autonomous when he adopts or 

identifies with certa.in traditions or way of life and makes it his own only when he came to it 

through his own volition. 

it is because individuality of the tirst kind is difficult to achieve and because one 

can Identify with certain traditions and still remain autonomous in the sense just described 

that we should no. absolutelydispcnse with traditions. Since according to the prineiple of 

mdividuaJs'aulonomyindividualsar-eat liberty to choose among experiences or traditions ,it 

should be possible to have some aspects oreertain traditions rejected by some individuals 

and yet embraced by o~. It is also often the case that whenever one rejects the cultural 

pract,cc ora community his or her ehoscn aJlentative is liltelylO be that ofanotherculturc 
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All over the world we hear of individuals rejecring the culture of their birth and embracing 

the cultures of other societies. We need not compel people to confonn to one specific cultural 

tradition but rather leave the decision in the hands of individuals themselves. If they find 

certain culrutal tradition in line with their own life agenda then they will embrace it 

themselves 

So far in thls exposition, I have identified an autonomous individual 10 be the kind 

of individual who is a master of himself, in the sense that he chooses his own direction of 

Iife. AchievingthisautoDomywillrequirethatindividualsenjoyalifeofnon-interferencein 

things that affect them directly, a non-interference by the state, traditional leaders or by 

public opinions. 

Here, Akan traditional authorities may argue that allowing individuals their 

autonomyinthcsensethatlhavedescribed,withoutintcrferencewhatsoever from the state 

or traditional authorities, might lead to a society which is unsafe to live in. This, they may 

continue, is because of possible conflict of interests that may arise among individuals in 

societies and so unless there is some amount of intrusion in the lives of individuals peaceful 

coexistence cannot be attained in society. 

These concerns are true and largely a possibility. To solve this problem we will 

need to set some limit to the freedom we asking for individuals. This is where the part of 

Mill'spnnciple ofnon-mterference 1 referred to as the 'harrn principle 'willcomein usefulto 

address the concern of the traditional authorities and governments. Remember Mills princip le 

of non-interference comes with a proviso. The principle and its proviso together read that 

'individuals in a society are to be given the freedom to live their li ves without any 

interference from others except when their ac:tinn!il hrint't h" ......... __ _ _ •• 
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pnnclple' is what is needed to properly delimit the autonomy of the individual and address 

theconcemsofthe traditional aulhorities. 

Thus the argument which may be posed by traditional authorities will not arise 

whco the role of states and traditional authoritit .. "SafC properly defined. Mill, at Ihebegi nning 

of chapter four of On Liberry idcntified this same problem and asked: 

What, then, is the rightfullimil to the sovereig.ntyofthc individual over 

himseln Where does the aUI~o~ty ~f society begin? How m~ch 04~human 
life should be assigned to indlvlduallty,andhow much to SOCIety'? 

The summary ofbis respofl$C: is quoted as follo,""s ' 

Each will rcccive liS propcrshare, if each has that which more particularly 
conc .. -ms il. To individuality should belong thc part of life In which it is 

chiefly the individuai that is interested; to society, the part which chiefly 

interests society."~ 

Mill was of the view that individuals should be rightly given their autonomy in all 

maners thai eoncern them, thus he makes a distinction between things that interest only the 

individualandotherthlngsthatareoftheinteresttothesoeiety.Mill held the view th"I then: 

are mailers that concern the individual and those that concern society. The state docs not havc 

thc right 10 interfere in maltersthat concern the individual but can only intervene in issues 

that Include the welfare of others as well. This is what is said to have contributed to the 

di5linction made betweeD what is said to be 'private' and what is said to be 'public'. II is 

assumed that states or authorities need to stay clear of the 'private lives' of individuals and 

only to concern themselves with things of 'public interest'. The fear for the loss of order in 

society 50 described by traditional authorities because individuals ha','c been granted 

autonomy will thercforc not ansc bc.-cause the roleofswes will be to ensure thaL individu als 

by Ihc c;:xpn.-ssiob of their autonomy do not bring harm to others. That is to say that as .oon as 

the const'quences of one's actions bring about harm not only to the individual agent of that 

:~MiII.,o.LIbnn . 18~9.BiJft)Cbeboob.x.:bener.200I'P.69 
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act hut upon others as well. the state ]S justified to Ullervene. The proper role of the state or 

authonties is 10 ensure peace, security and mutual coexistence among individual members of 

!he society. In the words of Mill 

That the only purpose for which power can be rightfully exercised over 

any member of a civilised conununity, against his will, is 10 prevent h~ 
to olhers. His own good, either physical or moral, is not a sumcle~t 
warrant. He cannot rightfully be compelled to do or forbear b~ause It Will 
be bener for him to do so, because it will make him happier, because, in 

the opinions of others, 10 do so would be wise, or even right. These are 

good reasons fo r remonstrating with rum, or rea5Q~mg with him,. or 

persuading him, or enueallng him. but not for compel hng him. or visitmg 

himwithanyevilincase hedoesolherwise.~ 

Mm hu by this given the only provision lhat should justify governments' 

Interference in the lives of individuals. This provision is when actions by IIldividualsdo not 

only .ffecl them alone but others as well, thus, unless one's actions bring about harm on 

others the state does not have any reason formterference. This proVIsIOn seeks 10 define the 

proper hmu ofindividuals' autonomy and that of the slate and will ensure tha tpeaceprevails 

in societies even whi le individuals enjoy their autonomy. Mill was perhaps of the view that as 

soon as one's actions bring hann upon others it fails to become 'private' but 'public', the 

Slate then can interfere. This proviso does not permit the state to interfere in my affairs even 

with the intention, be it genuine or not, to pre\'enl my own haml. 

The only thing the sl~tc can do if it anticipates my destruction because of my actions 

and choices is to at bestpcrsuade me,protest, encourage, entreat and reason with me to 

consider my actions. It might present to me alternatives and show me how these alternatives 

might lead to • bener fulfilling life. All these the state can do but what it cannot do is to force 

me into doing something other than what I want to do 50 far as what I want to do brings no 

harm upon others except my own self, otherwise it will constitute an abuse or the taken a ..... ay 

o(myautonomy. 

"'J . S. Ml11.OI!uboty,1359,a.ocbcbooks,KllCbcna,200I,p.ll 
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Using Mill's proviso we can argue that leaders of traditional aulhontanan soclettes 

3lCnotjusllficd iD denying their members their auloooffiYSO far as their actIons and ch oices 

do not bnng harm upon others. 11le burden of proof is on leaders of traditional societies to 

show how the granting of autonomy to their members will bnng harm on others or society 

They will ha,·e to show bow allowing individuals their autonomy to marry whomever their 

heart desire wil l lead to more harm than good. They will have to show how allowlOg same 

sex marriages can bring hann on othen when these actions and chOICes have been taken by 

two consenting adulls. Similarly, they will have to show how allowing couples to decide 

whc\hcr they want to have children or not will bring harm on society 

It seems from the abo,·e discussion of the proper limit of the state thai the pnnciple 

ornon-interference except when individuals' actions lead to or can be shown to lead to some 

hmnful COlUeq~nces on others elll only hold when the distinction between private and 

public lives or realms is accepted or defined. We learned from Mill that govemrnents and 

authorities are not 10 concern lhemsel\·es in matters that arc of individual interest. which are 

usually referred to as private but are to concern themselves with maners of public interest, 

that is.. when consequences of actions and behaviours does nOI only involve the individual 

agent. The next section will consider this distinction made between private and public realms 

andfindoutifthedlsllOcuonholdslrueornot. lfthcdistinctionholds,then we need to know 

where the private starts and leaves off for the public to begin. On the other hand, if the 

distinction does nol hokl. then we need to find Oul what becomes of the principle of non

inlcrfcrcncewith ilS proviso. 

S«tion 2: The Public aad Pri"ate Divide 

The notion oftbe 'private' makes some sense when it is contrasted. with the 'public' 

Nevertheless, making the distinction between these two IS not at atl an C<lSy task mainly 
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because of the subtle nature of these two notions. It maybe due to the fact that these two 

notions never seem to have a fixed mcamng or ascnption but rather their meanings or 

ascriptions k~C'p changing over lime. Consequently, some things or activities which were 

definitely consid.:rt':d private somt: hundred or fifty years ago now have their nalUre becoming 

questionable and opcnl.>d to debates. II is also common to hear individuals agitating that their 

govcmmcntsor leadcrs are intruding on lheir private space. Social and political theo rist, Jeff 

Wemltaub,a.I$Ogivesusanothcrrc:asonwhythepubliclprivatcdistinctionisdifficult to draw. 

He believes: 

The use of the conceptual vocabulary of 'public' and 'private' often 

generates as much confusion as iIIwnination., not least because d.iffcrent 
set.5ofpeoplewho employ thc$e concepts mean verydiffcrent thmgs by 

them- and sometimes, without quite realizing il,mean several things at 

once.4 ' 

These discourses of public and private, he believes, cover a variety of subjects that arc 

analytically distinct and, at the sanle: time, subt ly- onen confusingly-overlapping and 

Intenwined 

Despite the difficulties in drawing a distinction between the two realms, perhaps a 

distinction of a kind is stili essential for political, Icgal, moral. economic and socia1 

theorization., since all of these theories rely on this distinction in formulating policies and 

laws. In politics, a distinction between the private and the public realm is needed in order for 

go\·emmcnlS to know which of their policies are to the benelit or the public as a whole and 

which are to the benefit of individuals. It is also needed, as I have been showing, to know 

how far governments or leaders should interfere in the lives or their citizens. In the legal 

sphere the distinction il needed 10 know which laws are public or civic and which are 

pnvate---forpublic laws are seen to be those laws Ihat ha\·e 10 do with the relation between 
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the state and individuals while civic laws are laws that have to do with issues concerning 

mdiVidua.ls or groups that has nothing to do with the state. In mora] and ethical debates, the 

distinction again becomes relevant especially in debates coneemin!:: abortion, euthanasia, 

suicide and homosexualiry. This is because while some would argue that individuals do 

mdeed have a nghl to make decisions on moral and ethical issues. others would not agree and 

believe it is an issue of 'public ' concern. There seems therefore 10 be a growing concern to 

separate one's 'private' life from that of ' public' life and to be given the sole authority of 

Junsdiction m thingshekJ to be ' private' . II is believed that some decisions are 'private' and 

10 should be devoid of ' public ' probing while others should be brought to the ' public ' 

domain. In &niculating the importance of the distinction, Gerald Turkel shows how 

undCT'SWIding the distinction between public and pnvalc is needed to understand what is 

meant by individual autonomy and also the conducl oflegal actions. Heassertst hat: 

The dichotomy appean necessary for individual autonomy, the 

maintenance of social institutions, and the conduct of legal action; at the 

wne time, it tends to legitimate and mystify patterns of inequality and 
structures of power through which individual autonomy, social 

institut!ons, and legal aclionsare acccmplished.41 

"There have been numerous attempts to properly set the distinction between the 

' public' and 'private' and I want al this moment to look at some of them and their possible 

implications and difficulties. Jeff Weintraub4
' identifies four major ways in which 

publicJpriv3te distinctions arc curn.'Olly made in social and political analysis. 11le first he 

calls the hberal-economlst moLlel which sees the ' public' as the administrative state and the 

'private' as the market economy. The second be calls the republican-virtue and classical 

approach whieh regards the 'public' as the n:alm of political community based on citizenship 

and the 'private' as both the market and the administration stale, He sees the third approach 
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assoclO_hlstoncalandanthropologicalinnature,Wherehere'public ' lifeisconsldcrcdtobea 

shared $OCiallife. The fowth is what he calis a Marxist feminist approach where the family is 

considcred to be ' 'private'' and the larger economic and political order, 'public '. 

According to Weintraub)(l, despite the numerous forms of public and private 

distinction. there lie at least two fundamental and analytically quite distinct kinds of imagery 

In terms of which the private can be contrasted with the public. These two kinds of imagery 

I. What IS hidden or withdrawn versus what is open, revealed. or 

accessible. 
2. What is individual, or pertains only to an individual, versus what is 

collective, or affects the interestll ofacollectivity of individuals. This 

individuaVcolle.ctive disllnclion can, by extension, take the fonn ofa 
distinctionbetweenpartandwholc(ofsomesocialcollectivity).~1 

A ~ at Weintraub's fundamenlal distinctions between the private and the public 

sho1o\S that first of all the private is taken to be what is hidden or withdrawn. But the question 

we can ask is what is hidden and withdrawn from whom? Is it everybody or some few 

people? It is possible for somebody to do some things by himself, hidden and withdrawn 

from every other person, yet he can also do some things withdrawn from some people but 

known to some other people. Which of these situations would we call private? The first 

would gweus avery thin and Su1ct defimtion of the private and would rule out anyt.hingthat 

is shared by more than one person while the second would include 100 much. 

Weintraub alIocharacll.'fI.lCS the public 10 be what is open, revealed or acc:essible. 

The problem with this cbaracterization is that there are some lhing.s that even though 

considered public, arc not open and accessible to all. For example, it is nOI everybody who 

can have access to the president or his office even though he is a public figure and his office 

is said to be a public space. Similarly, there are some things considered private bUI yet open 

~· JC'fTWalllnlub: "'TbeTbawy_PolrtJc:soCtbePublKlPnv_OisMcoonMLDJeffWnDCraubaodK.mhan 
~=,:'PWJJ~"~""7JJ0ft6htalldProctke Purpeern.aOlt.GrondDICIIOI~,pp. 4-S. 
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and accessIble to all. An example will be a privately owned public tranSport , 11 i. also not 

aJways thc casc that things done hidden are privale. When a man defiles a young girl ina 

dartc: and abandoned place. his action is hidden bot thai does not make il private. This may 

pcrhaps bc bec:au.se his action brought harm nOlon himselfbul on another person who did 001 

willingly agree 10 be banned. 

S. I. Benn and G. F. GausH also suggested that public and private vary along at leasl 

three dimensions: (a) interest, distinguishing whether benefits or losses are communal or 

restnctedto individuals; (b) ICcess, referring to the openness of facilities ,resources,or 

mformation: and (e) agency, which refers to whether a person or an organization is acting as 

an individual or as an agent for the community as a whole. Their second dimenSIon is similar 

to Weintraub's fundamental distinction and thus faces similar predicaments which is how 

open and accessible should resources or inrormation be 10 be considered public. Should It be 

open and accessible to some few people or to everybody'! 

lbe 6rst dimenSIOn they provide however is worth looking into. In their first 

dimension given above, something is considered privftleiflhc end rcsuiL benefits or harms 

thcindividual agenl alone. and public when it is the inlereS1 of the community or societ ylhat 

b ill stake This characterization of the distinction betWeen the private and public actually 

reflects the posItion of Mill as we have been discussing above. Recall that for Mill, actions 

should be considered private 50 far as their consequences bring no harm upon others except 

upon the indiVIdual agent of the act. ThIs IS similar to what Berm and Gaus are claiming in 

the first dimensioo they provided Cor the distinctioo between the public and theprivale. Vv'hen 

the benefit or loss of an individual action IS restricted 10 the individual then we are to 
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COllSlderthese actions as pnvate, but If the benefit or loss affeclS others or has 10 do with the 

..... elfare of the entire eommunitythen his or her action is 00 more held aspriva te but public. 

This characterization however does not pass without its own problem or two. First 

of all. we arc not able to tell whether the benefit, hann or loss that Mill, Beon and GallS are 

describing should be immediate benefits or remote benefits or both. There are aJso some 

actions that benefit both the indi\'ldual and the community at the same time Take for 

example. an individual who buys a private car and uses It for public transport in a certain 

community. Here &he benefit is both to the individual and the community. He geli to make 

some money out of rendering the service and at the same timc aids mcmbers of the 

commuOity in their movement from one place to another. Iftbis indi vidual decides to destroy 

this car, can we argue thai he docs not bring harm only to himself since he would be 

destroying his means of livelihood. but also bringing hann to others since he would be 

denying many people a means of transportation. It is also difficult 10 identify specific actions 

which consequences do not, one way or the other, affeclothers as well. 

From the above discussions so far. it seems that any attempt to make a clear cut 

distinction between the public and the pm-ale is fraught with practical and conceptual 

difficulties. Some authors already fruStTaled with the uncertain division between thepuhlic 

and pnvate wanl to suggest. third realm which is supposed to be an iOlennediary of the two. 

They argue that the two way distinction is incohch .. 'T1t because it seems from the above 

discussion thai no matter how hard we try to apply it we end up in a kind of dilemma. The 

fonn of the dilemma is like this: if X and Y arc distinct and if A belongs to X then we expect 

that A has only the property of X, but A. it seems, posscs.scs some of the properties of X and 

some of Y. So A belongs neither to X nor Y but belongs to both. So they hope by proposing a 

third realm they will solve the problem posed by the uncertain dichotomized boundaries. One 

person ..... ho holds thiS sort of poSition is A1an Wolfe. Alan Wolfe showed that the usual 
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dlvideof'public' and 'private' realms does not renect what is on the ground, especially of 

modem societies. He therefore, in addition to the two realms proposed a third realm which is 

supposed 10 be an intermediate of tile two. This is how Wolfe formulated his trichotomy· 

Firscthereisthepri\ICJ,esectorinwhichweappropriatelyjudgebehavio~r 
by whether it maximizes individual freedom or self interest; a public 

sector in which we make decisions that are meant to apply equally to 
everyone in the society (even as we rccognize the near impossibility of 

doing this)Sl; and a realm of distinct publics. These publics-by whic~ I 
mean families and kinship networks, associations. ethnic and racial 
groups, linguistic communities, and other similar communities of interest, 

Ideotityandbeliet64 

Wolfe held that trus third realm has thc features of both thc public and the private 

realnu. He further thought thaI Ihis inlcnnediate realm is the ideal way to prc serve both the 

£recdom found in the pnyate realm and the normative constraint posc-d by the public realm 

The theory ofa third reaIm with both the features of the private and public does not really 

lakeaw.y the problem of the distinclion. This is because it is only possible to speak oCthis 

Ihlrdrcalmwlthbolhlhcch.iracteriSlicsoftheprivaleandpublicrealms,when you have fulJy 

and clearly Identificd and delimited the rwo realms. Since the trurd realm is assumed to have 

some features of the private and public realrm. it would mean. first or all, that we agrce that 

there are two distinct realms call private and public and secondly we can clearlydiff erentiate 

the fe.luresofthesetwo realms Hul this is ..... hal we havebecn having difficulties at doing. 

thai IS, trying to lind Oul ift.here arc mdeed two distinct realms called private and public. The 

theory of a third realm is therefore an antecedent to us determining a clear demarcation 

bc1ween the private and the public realms and 50 would not help WI clear the difficulties in 

properly making the dittinerion. 
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Do we then abandon or give up the attempt to draw a distinction between these two 

realms and consider the public and private as an illusion? Docs the attempt 10 formulate a 

third realm show thal we can't have a distinction between the public and private? Duncan 

Kennedy is of the view Ihat: 

The devclopment of intennediatc lenns means fonnal recognition that 

some situallons are neither one thing nor IllK>lhcr - neithcr public nor 

private -but rather share some characteristics of each pole, as in thecasc 

ofprivatc businesses affectcd with a public interest
SS 

But answering the above posed queSlions in tbe affirmative can lead to serious 

consequcnc:es for our pnnciple of non-interference. It wi ll lead to difficultics in teJling when 

inuusions by govemmcnts or states in the lives of individuals are justified or unjustified, 

since we will not have any clear basis for judging. It will mean that the tension between 

individuals and states will continue to exist and the fear of the traditional authorities will 

mateoalilc since such an unconlfolled situation will lead to chaos in society. It will give 

au!horitiesthejustificalioa to mterl'crein Lhe lives of their members, for they wi ll argue that 

that is the only way 10 keep law and order 10 society. Despite a lack of a clear and distinct 

division of the two realms, abandoning the division all together will not be a remedy. 11 is 

Important we have at least some sense of public life and some sense ofpriv8te Ufe. 

What is private should be a combination of some of what has been suggested by 

some of thCie authors. The pnV3.IC is personal; it stands to benefit the indi vidual person or 

mstlmllOn at least as the main focus. all other persons who benefit from it do so as a 

byproduct of that act. At the same time the pnvate should be free from the scrutiny of others 

unless the individual agent wills it to be otherwise. The public, on the other hand goes beyond 

one mdividuaL Numbers make up for the public. The public points 10 many people outside 

the individual but at the same time includes the individual. Whal is considered public should 
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rn theory be opened and accessible to all albeit in practice not a ll bave access. Like 

Wemttaub suggested, the public can mean the citizens of a country. sometimes not including 

the Slate as an administrative body and other limes iocluding it. Families when compared 

With the state is pnvate yet since it involves more than one individual who have interactions 

with each other, it could be considered public and will sometimes require state's interventions 

to regulate bow these individual members relate with each other. This is necessarily to 

prevent abuses wuhm families . 

The distinction between pnvate and public remams imponant because there is the 

need to give individuals some Jurisdiction In some aspect of their lives without being told by 

othcn what and how they should live their lives. One appropriate way to draw the line is to 

go aJong with MiJl's proVISO. which is to considcr the privatc to he those act ions that do not 

bringabouldireci hann to others and the public to be those actions that have others m volved 

In thcir harmful conseqUtnCe3. There are of course certain situations where both thepnvale 

and the public comcldc and therc will be a need 10 find out which intt.'reslshouldbeadv anced 

in sueh asitua1ion. AJ Mill pUIS II 

As soon as any pan ofa person's cooouct affects prejudicially the interests 

or others. society hujurisdiction over it. and the question whether the 

general welfare will or will nol be promoted by interfering with It, 

becomC$ open to discussion. BUI there IS no room for entertalning any 
such question when a penon 's conduct affects the interests of no persons 

besideshlmself,ornecdsnotafTectthem unless they like (all the pcrsons 

concerned being of full age, and the ordinary amount of understanding). In 

all auch cues.. there should beperfeet f'reedom, legal and scx:ial,todo the 
actionandstandtheconsequences . ~ 

S«:liooJ:condusiob 

From the diSCUSSIon so far, I have shown lhat an autonomous individual is the 

Individual who is able 10 enjoy freedom which is based on the principle of oon-interference . 

.. J. 5 \.idllMLlbury. 1159,8aIochcbook.l.,Kllchmtr.20()I,p. 69 
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Such autonomy is achieved when individuals' ways of life are self-chosen or self-created. 

Such an individual is a master and author of his own life and comes to his decisions and 

choices through the rational employment of all of his faculties. His ability to make and take 

decision for himself is whatdifferentiatcs his individuality from apes, robots and puppets 

who do not have any power of will but act on instincts. how they have been programmed. and 

under the control oflhc: puppeteer respectively. For individuals 10 remain or enjoy their 

aulOnomy their chOice,; and decisions should not be controlled by popular public OpiniOnS, 

customs and traditions and by government laws and policies. individuals can learn from 

norms, traditions and customs and even from popular opinions but out of these expenences. 

mdmduals should be given the freedom to choose for themselves how they want to live their 

lives. Traditional authorities also do not have any excuse or Justification to use the 

prcservarionorcontinuilyofcertalOtradilionsasbasisforinterferencemthepersonal life of 

ib:members. 

The kind of mdlvidual autonomy that is being advanced here is aimed at allowing 

individua1stoacccptthelrdifferences.hisaimedatappreciatingthatindividuals have amind 

of their OI,\TI and are able to make ntional informed decisions by themselves using the whole 

gamut of experiences they pick from society and from their relation with others. It is also to 

show that no single person has or group of persons have the best and on ly true Wlderstanding 

of what constitute the good life which all other individuals are supposed to follow religiously 

without qUCltion. That is. il is better for individuals to follow their own life agenda and make 

their own mistakes than to be a puppet directed by the views and opinions of the masses or 

used to rulfil some people"s OWR personal agenda. 

Achieving this md1\'idual autonomy will requirt a high level of tolerance from all. 

People who show difference In character or behaviour should not be bumt as witches and 

¥.iLardsbutrcspcctedfortheirditTcrence. ltwiU mean thaI we toleratedlfferenccs Ul se)tual 
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onenlatlon,religion. politicaJ associatJonsorany form of associations and social groupings. It 

wlll mean that traditional authorities do nOl have to tag some individual preferences as 

unnatural and a threat to existing culture: but rather consider them to be alternative ways of 

life which all are at liberty to pursue. II also requires that laws that arc made by governments 

arc properly intended to maintain public peace, sccwity and order and not to take away the 

freedom of individuals. It is aimed at celebrating thc worth ofindividua!s as rational agents 

who have the ability to be creative and innovative. Individual autonomy therefore is 

Important and must be upheJd by all societies and must be inclusive in any theory 0 fa good 

iOCiety. 

We also rea.lizcd from our discussions that for individuals [0 properly enjoy their 

autonomy there IS a need to have some form of distinction made between their private lives 

and public lives. Despite the difficulties faced in finding a clear and distinct distinction of 

these [wo live5 of the individual, r conclude that it is important that some sense of a 

distinction is maintained to prevent authorities of all kinds controlling all aspect of the lives 

of their people and also to identify the proper limit Lo individual' s freedom. 1 therefore 

proposed that perhaps going by Mill's non·interference and hann principle may give us some 

solution . Thus aJl activities by individuals are to be considered private so far as these 

actn'itles do not bring harm on others and public as soon as their actions bring hann upon 

others. ThIs solution. I must admit, is not entirely de\"Oid of its own problems and challenges 

but. as I said before. it wHl serve society and individuals bener if we m'lIntain some 

distinction between the privateaod public lives ofindivlduab:, where individuaJsare given 

the po .... crofjurisdiction over their pm'atc lives than to .. ythat there is no dist inction 

between the two realms and live individuals and authorities to do what they deem fit. 
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Chapler) 

TilE ALLECED POLARITY BETWEEN COMMt:NIT ARIA.l'IrJISI\1 A.l'IrJD 
LIHERAI ,IS:\'I 

SeetioDl:(Dtroduetioa 

In the previous chapters I have argued that some practices of traditional Akan 

socIeties lead to the suppression ofindividual autonomy. One key feature in tTaditional Akan 

iOCietics that makes the suppression of individual autonomy inevitable is their communitarian 

nlture. I showed in chaptCT one that the communitarian nature of traditional Akan societies 

requires of their members to place great imponancc and emphasis on cODUnWlal values 

which include, but not limited to,. shared social life, a high rate of interdependency and 

mutual aid and the maintenance of clan or kinship ties which comes with some expected 

obhgations 

Not every conununitanan theorist win agree with this posItIOn that the 

commumtanan nature of traditional Akan soclC;ties makes the attainment of autonomy by 

lheir individual members very difficult. For some communitarian theorists. it is an error to 

dncribe communitarianism as a social theory which makes the attairunent of individual 

autonomy a problem. They will therefore have us distinguish bet\\,cen an authoritarian 

society and the kind of communitarianism they ate advancing of which some of them believe 

properly reflects the situation on the ground. They argue that it is pouible for 

commwtiwianism or for a commwtitarian society to uphold the freedom of individuals. As a 

result they make a dIstinction between 'radical' or 'strong' communitanamsm and 'moderate' 

cCimmunitarianism, This chapter looks at the differences between these versions of 

commuruwianism and aims to find out v.hcthcr it is possible to advance a 'moderate' 
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communitanan theory still keep it different from its best known rival, the principle of 

liberalism. 

Section 2: Tbe debate 

It seems to be generally acknowledged that these two theories ofa good society, 

COnlmuManam:.nl and liberalism, are different in character. Their differences all boil down 

to tbil-that while liberal principles lay much emphasis on individuals and promote the free 

exprl.'SSlon of individual members in society, communitarian principles project the 

Importance of community life and encourage all to leave their lives in accordan ce with the 

common good of society. 

C'ommurutanarusm as a principle of a good society has been accused of over 

emphasizing commuruty's importance so much that they sacrifice the freedom and autonomy 

of individuals for the good of the commumty. Communitarians are said to promote kinship 

tics and communal good while neglecting the individual as a rational agent with his or her 

O .... T1 aspiration. and desires some of which extend beyond society's jurisdiction. Some 

communitarians have spent considerable time and effort debunking the above accusations 

levelled against them. They have shown that communitarianism makes room for individuals' 

freedom contrary to the belicfthat they do not. One can find evidcnceofthis in the works of 

Kwui Wiredu and Kwame Gyekye. 

Gyekye, for cltamp1c, in Tradition and MoJenrltl· strongly opposes the accusation 

that communitarianisrn makes no room for individual freedom. He challenges Ihose who have 

painted a picture of a communal life in traditional Africa as that which community life 

controlsvlrtuallyallaspo:tsofindividuals'life. K.eyeulprits, he pointed OUI. arc John Mbltt 

'·K .. -aJnC' Gyekye, Ttwt/iIIDII rutdJ.iod"1IIry.o.rotdUllivenrtyPteu. Nnt'Yod, 1991,p.lS.76. 
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and especially lfeanyi Mcnkitin . Gyekye prefers to label the kind of communitarianism 

advanced by both Mbiti and Menkiti as a 'radical' or 'Wlrestr1ctoo' communitariani&m. 

arguing that such a description is overstated and somewhat misleading. Gyekye argued that 

what cuSlS In traditional African societies is rather communitananism of a moderate kind 

From Gyekye we gel the difference between the two types of communilarianism to 

be this: radical or WlIestricted commWlitarianism is the kind of communllanamsm which 

concern for community's welfare il so much requircd of every individual member that it 

overrides individual rights and privileges to himself while moderate commurutarianism, on 

the other twld, is the type of communitarianism which despite the highly concern for the 

commuruty's welfare individual members still have some space 10 seek their own interest and 

pursue thelT own agenda. In other words, radical communitarianism does not give room for 

individual autonomy but only concern itselfwilh the advancement of the 'common good' at 

all times while moderate commurularianism combines the ad\'ancement of the conunon good 

with the ad\'anccmenl of individual autonomy 

Gyckye on his part makes a strong case for moderate communitarianism and rejects 

the radical or unrestricted communitarianism. He gives evidence from Akan proverbs and 

aphonsm, and traditional institutions like the chi efiaincy political structur es,in abid to show 

that the kind or communitarianism that exists in traditional African societies is a 

commwtitarianism of a moderate kind rather than a radical one. He argues that even though it 

IS true Uw communitarian societies like thai of traditional Akan societies require a lot of 

duties and responsibilities on the part of individual members and advocate strongly for such 
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values that tend to promote kinship ties and communal inter-relationships, they still leave 

room ror the free expression or their aulOnomy. Gyekye shows that even the traditional 

African political system or Ole Akans as well as many other Afiican societles 15 democratic 

and as such GIves room for all to express themselves and be part orthe negotiating process or 

law making~". 

Kwasi Wiredu.. 00 his pan, defines communalism (used interchangeably with 

communltanamsm) as "a social system in which kinship relationships are made the basis for 

mterconnectingthcwell.beingorthcindividual with that of the groUp.60 "This clearly is an 

endorsement or moderate communitarianism, thai is, the interconnection or the well-being or 

thc: mdividual with thaI oflhe larger group. 

Some western commWlitanan writers also disagree with the position that 

commumlarianism does oot give room for individual autonomy. The communitarian theones 

of Alasdair Macintyre. Charles Taylor, and Michael Sandel all make a case for a 

communitarianisrn that suppo"S Individual autonomy. Macintyre, on his part, asserts that· 

the fact that the self has 10 find its moral identity in and through its 

membership in commumtll:s such as those of family, the neighbourhood, 
the city and the tribe does not entail that the self has 10 accept the moral 
limitations orthe particularity of those fonns of community.(il 

Macintyre, from the above quotation. concurs that despite the influential role 

community plays in the lives of individuals. individuals nevertheless need not accept only 

thosc \'alues pnmded by the community they belong to, but can go beyond them. This, 1 

believe, constitute nothina other than individuals freeing themselves of their community's 

demands and limitations. Andrew lason Cohen rightly understood the abo ..... e quotation by 
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Mac Inlyre to mean that "even though the communities we find ourselves in have already 

' authored' a large partofthl!ratr.ltiveofourlives, we can transeendthe limilSofthcaJready 

authored context to be authors too.t.2 .. This, Cohen thought, and I agree with him, leaves 

readers of Maclntyre wondering bow this can be possible, that is, if I am essentially who J am 

in virtue of my community, how do I thcn go around the community and design my own life 

outsIde of the community. This question by Cohen fonns my basis of questiomng the 

moderate communitarianism thesis which I will consider shortly. 

Charles Taylor, who also ara,;ucs for the importance of community in the lives of the 

individuals. makes the following assertion that · 

Human beings can always be original, can step beyond the limits of 

thought and vision of contemporaries. can even be misunderstood by 
them. But the drive to original vision will be hampered, will ultimately be 

IOSI in inner confusion, unless ilcan be placed in someway in relation to 

the language and vision ofolhers'l 

Like Maclntyre, Taylor also acknowledges the view that individuals can go over their 

commWlity values and be anginal in thOUght and action. 

Now as.!'.umlOg that all of what has been claimed by Gyekye and these western 

communitarian theorists so far is taken to be true, that is, moderate communitarianism can or 

don make room for individual autonomy, then the problem arises that can we still majntajn 

the dichotomy between communitarianism and liberalism? 

Advocates of liberalism, that is, the principle dw holds that individuals should be 

given their autonomy without any mterference from their fellow men, have also been accused 

of Ignoring the worth and imponance of society in the lives of individuals. They have been 

accused of failing to Sl!C that every individual is embedded in a society and that society 

contributes 1.0 their everyday choices and preferences. Funhennore, liberals have been 

:~.~J~I~;:;~99~llmWIlIlanallum~ 1ndlvwfl&l.llDdcpmdeace?~.1MJDfInIlJ/rtf£rltl(J . 

~-;'~~~~~.~7:~.M=t;;:~munanum~1re lodJvldu.1 
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accused of being too lndiv;dualisticand not appreciating lhe worth and the importance of 

ccrtam types of obligations and comminnent.s--comrnitments that are not chosen or explicitly 

undertaken through conlraCts or prorruscs such as familial obligalions and obligations to 

support one's community or country 

In the wake of these charges against them, some liberals have alJo defended their 

principle and have shownth.at liberalism does not nccessarily lead to the disregard of others 

in the society but that liberalism can appreciate obligations towards onc's family, society or 

stale. In "Liberalism and Communitarianism'~ for example. W.II KymJicka defends 

liberaliiJTl against commurutanan's critique that the liberal view of the self, among other 

things, is empty, violates our self-perceptions, ignores our embeddedness in communal 

prw::lices, and ignores the necessity of social confinnation of our individual judgnu.:nts. He 

argues al length to show that these criticisms arc unjustified and shows how liberalism can 

defenditselfagainstthcm 

J. S. Mill was also quick to defend his Jiberal principles against the view that it is 

self regarding and shows no concern for others in the society. Hc argued in On Uberty that: 

It would be agreal misunderstanding of this doctrine to suppose that it is 
one of selfish indifference. which pretends that human beings have no 

business with each other's conduct in life, and that they should not 
concern themselves about the well-doing or well-being of one another, 

unless thcirown interest is involved. lnstead of any diminution, there is 

ncedora great increase of disinterested exertion to promote the good of 
oUn~rs.65 

Buchanan, also rn "Assessing the Commumtanan Critique of Liberalism660• 

chaJlenges the view thai. IibenJism Will lead to the destruction of commumtles. He argues 

that, on the contrary. liberalism will suppo" individuals' participalion In commumty life. 

;h~:~,t~:!~8~~j: ~8~:L~~;,~tlSm &fId CornmwliIananwn" CaMdltlll Jowwai of :J 5 MI1I,OnLibnty.18j9.8atocbc:boob,.K*batr.2001, p. 70. 

:~/;~~~~.=!u,s:::,:~~~~~L~commurutanaslCribqucorLLbenlum"' £"IC:S.VOJ.99, 
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Ac:cordinglo b.im.rights to freedom of association. cxpresslon, and religion which liberals 

champion. can provide I strong fortification against attempts to destroy or dominate vanous 

communities within nallon·stales. 

They li.e. nghts to freedom] allow individuals to partake of the alleged 

cssenTiaJ hwnan good of community by prot~clmg existing commUnltlcs 

from interf~ from without and by giving individua~~;hc freedom to 

unite with hkc-ml1lded others to crealc new communlues 

Thus 10 Buchanan. liberalism will rather promote the continual eX istence of communities and 

c\ en lead to the creation of new ones. 

It iscvidentfrom the above discussions that advocales of both principles, liberalism 

and conununitarianism. have shown that they can make up for what they are said to be 

lacking. Liberals have shown that nol only can their principles appn .. 'Clale the value and worth 

of community life butlhat they can also promote the continual existence of communities and 

ensure communal participation of individuals. Corrununitarians on the other side have shoym 

thai communLlananism can appreciate the worth of indi viduals and can give room for the free 

expression of individual autonomy. 

Iftbe defences g;ven by both the Iibcrals and moderate communitarians are held to 

be true, that is. if indeed communit.mamsm can make room for individual autonomy and also 

if liberalism can appreciate the worth of community in the livC5 of individuals, then arc we 

justified to still maintain a sharp distinction between liberalism amI communilarianism? In 

other words, where lies the basis of drawing a distinction between these two pnnclples if key 

features of both principles arc: present in both? In the following diSCUSSIons I argue that 

taking the position of moderate comrnunitarianism will bring down the distinction made 

betv.'(\''O commumtariaOism and liber.J.hsm 
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I argue that for communitarianism to remain communitarianism in accordance with 

its advocacy for community interest, it will have to demand from individual members of a 

given society to adherY: strictly to the social status quo set by the sOClcty, that is to say • it will 

have to demand that members of a given society conform rigorously 10 prevailing social 

prac1lces and beliefs. Why? Because demanding anything less will give indiv;dua1s room to 

have some freedom to do things their way. which in tum will collapse the commumtanan 

agenda 

How do I mean',l Kwame Gyckye de6nes communitarianism as "the doctrine or 

theory that the eommunl1y (or grouP) IS the focl.1S of the activities of the individual members 

ofthesociec.l·", Gyekye further adds that 

Members of a conununa l society 1lJe expectcd to demonstrate a concern 
for the well-being of othcrs, to do what they can to advancc the common 

good. and generally to participate in thecomrnwtity Iife.&9 

If these features that define communitananism are going to be realized or sustained, 

that is. if every inchndualls going to have the 'community' welfare' as its focus, demonstrate 

concern for the well-being of others, do what they can to advance the 'common good', and 

generally participate In the community life, then it will reqUIre restrictions on the autonomy 

of members of the conununity, In what is frequently referred to as 'a shared social life ' as it 

IS leno"" to exist in communitarian societies and principles, there are predefined roles. 

obligations. and expectatiOns from each individual as a member of a clan and as a member of 

the conununity. Everyone's action is supposed to be directed towards the 'common good', It 

is abo one of the roles of the older generation to keq, the younger generation In linc with the 

tradillonsoflhefamilyorclan 

:,~:~~A,"~(UtCtJ __ YaJw;, AI1/l1mxJuc,-,. Sanlor. Publulwlc~ny. Pfulidetpb&a, 

wlbld 
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If these indeed constitute the make-up and features of a communitarian society, as 

Gyekye has shown, how then can a society, claiming or wanting to be communitarian, 

maintain these features ifit is going to allow individuals their autonomy? For as I see it, 

aUowingindividualstheirautonomyinsuchasocielywillmeanthatindividuals will be free 

10 deviate from the above communitarian features if they SO wish. lndividuals will have the 

freedom to decide whether to make the welfare of the community their focus or their own 

welfare. Individuals will have the fi'eedom to decide whether to put the welfare of the 

community ahead of theirs. The pursuit of the 'common good' wi ll be a matter of choice to 

be made by individuals depending on whether they want it or not and before you know it, 

what you have is a liberal society rather than acommunitarian. 

It therefore seems that ifcommunitarian theorists want to maintain the communal 

character of their principle and at the same time promote individual liberty, as has been 

argued by defenders of moderate comrnunitarianism, then eventually what holds the principle 

of commurutarianism together, that is, its key features will be lost. It will therefore be 

difficult to distinguish this kind ofcommunitarianism from liberalism. This, as I have shown, 

is so because ifconununitarianism is going to allow individuals' autonomy to prevail, then 

individuals are going to be free to choose altemative values oulside oft heir communities. if 

eommunitarianism is going 10 allow individual autonomy to prevail, then individuals are 

really going to be fi'ee to decide whether they want to meet expected obligations to the clan 

and community or not. 

Furthermore,ifiodeed these words of Gyekye are lrue, thaI is 

Participants in the shared values and practices and enmesbed in the web of 
communal relationships. may find that aspects of those cultural givens are 
inelegant, undignified, or unenlightened and would thoughtfully want 10 
question and revaluate them. The evaluation may result in the individual's 
affinning or striving to amend or refine existing communal goals. values, 
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and practices; buI it may or could abo result in the individual's total 

rejection of all or some ofthem,70 

then I argue that such a society can no more call itself communal but liberal and lhatthe 

resulting principle can no more be distinguished clearly from liberalism smce they will both 

be sharing similar features, which is the promotion of individual autonomy. 

The option open for us, if we wanl to still maintain the distinction between 

commWlitarianism and liberalism is thai we uplloJd what, Gyekye calls, radical or 

unrestricted communiW"ianism by OUT definition of communitarianism, that is, a society 

where commuruty participation and kinship relation engu lf and pennealc the totality of 

individuals' lives and virtually dictate for them what should be done and what not to be done, 

on one side, and a liberal position which does not demand a 'strict sense'" ofcommumty 

participation but allows individuals lhe free enjoyment of their autonomy (we can label this 

kindoflibcralism also as radical liberalism) . But as has been shown by defendcrs of these 

two pnnclpies, no society can be totally communitarian without any regard for thc freedom of 

their memben or be absolutely liberal without showing any consideration for the social and 

communtty needs ofits memhcrs We thcrefore cannot have a sharp distinction between these 

two principles. 

Since defenders ofbotll principles ha\·cshown that radical commuOJtananlsm and 

what I call radical liberalism do not both reflect properly what is going on in societies and 

sInce socIeties labeIJed ascommunitarian actually have traits of liberal societies and ,·icc 

versa, we should have nO bui! for the distinction between the two principles anymore. This 

is because if defenders of communilarianism argue OW just like liberalism, their prinCiple 

also allows for the free expression of individual autonomy in the form of freedom of speech, 
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freedom of association, freedom of seXou&l orientation. the freedom to choose whomsoever 

one desires for marriage, and the freedom to decide whether one wants to marry or nOI or 

even the frecdom lO decide whether one wiU have children or not, then I behcvcwhat h olds 

the distinction between the two principles will be lost or broken. for it will be thai in both 

principles we can fInd similar trait, which is the advancement of individuals' liberty 

Ifdefendersofcommunitarianism argue, as they do, that thcir principle advances 

the position that mdivjduals can be independent from theIr community or can develop values 

outsIde their community, then it is difficuJt for anyone to come to terms with how such a 

principle can still rcmam Gommunitarian and remain distinct from liberalism. Any principle 

which allows individuals lO deviate from prevaihng nonns or existing slarus quos without any 

tlu-eat of intimidation is by definition and strictly speaking a liberal pnnciple and not 

communitanan 

Similarly, ifliberaltheoristswanl ustobelievetilatliberalismcanapprcciatclhe 

worth of conunumty life almost the same way communitarianism can, then it will mean mat 

tosomeextent.incertainsitualions,individuals'intCfcstsaregoingtobercnouncedforthe 

interest of the community. Individuals will have to live a shared community life and value the 

worth of one another. If liberal. arc gomg to go by Mill's statement here that 

(Everyone) who receives the protection of society owes a return for the 
benefit, and the faci of living in socIety renders it indispensable that each 
should be bound to obscrvc accrta.in line of conduct towards the rest,71 

lhcn evenruaJly liberalism will allO be advoc:at.ing for values that makes itnomoredifferen t 

from it communitarian counterpart and so the distinction between the two theories must fa ll 

·:Tbtd .• p. tfI 
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Section]: TilE Sfo~ARCH fOR AI . TF.:R~ATIYE WAYS TO Sl'STAI~ THE 

OICHO"fUI\1\' 

SecrionJa: {!singNegativr'and Posifivefreedom 

It IS perhaps possible that what makes the distinction between commuOItanarusm 

and liberalism hold IS marc than the differences that I have captured above. Perhaps there are 

other ractors thai make one society communitarian and the other liberal, apart from the fact 

that the fonner supresses individual autonomy and the latter makes room for it. Could it be 

thai the difference is based on the difference in the level of emphasis when it comes to 

freedom? Perhaps it should be argued that these two thcoriei, commuDt tarianism and 

liberalism. de&! with freedoms but freedoms of separate kinds, that is, while liberalism 

advocates for ' negative ' freedom, communitarianism advocates for ' positive' freedom. This 

perhaps could be a possible way to defend the claim by some communitarians that 

communilarianism also makes room for freedom and at the same time keep 

communitarianismdiffen:nl from its liberal counterpart 

Negative freedom is said to refer primarily to a condition characterized by the 

absence of coercion or constraint imposed by another person or a thing. Positive freedom. on 

the other hand. is said to be a condition where one IS able to do things that he or she wants 

when he or she wants 10. II is said that the main difference between the two is (hat while 

poSIllVefreedomemphaslzcsontheagent'sabililyandtheprescnceofresourcea. negative 

freedom only emphasizes the absence of external restraints The difference between negative 

and positive fn:edom,s captW"CdinthisquotarionrromCharlesHovarthwherehcc!assifies 

cOllStraint~ on positive freedom as passive constraints and constraints on negative freedom as 

a.ctivecon )<'Uamls 

f~o~ ,may be cwtai~ in IWO. ways. On one hand. il may be curtailed by 
an tn.abllity to ec:c:omphsh a deSIred [Uk.. This is an impersonal or pauive 
curtadment. lflcanootreadorifldoDothaveabooklttall, thenJcansaY: _1 
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am not free 10 read a book." On the other hand, freedom may aJso be curtailed 

by lhe acts of others whIch keep me from accomphshing a task whIch I would 
otherwise be able to do. If lam forbidden to read abook,then I can also say' 

"I am not free to read a book_" The phrase is the same, but the meaning is 

quitedifTerent." 

'Negative'fteedominvolvesthepassiveparticipatlonofthestateorcommunityin 

the Ih'cs of individual members. The stale IS nol required, as such, to provide resources for its 

members but to stay away for the individuals themselves to pursue their own agenda of a 

good life. The state should not put In place laws to constrain the behaviours and the lives of 

the people towards ... certaUl end . The state is only expected 10 provide security of lives and 

propc11les ant.! make sure all operale within the confines of the law. The principle behind this 

kind of freedom is what IS usually referred to as the 'principle of non-interference'. 

According to S. I. Benn. this principle meant "the minimal or formaJ principle that no one 

may legitimately fiustrale a person's acting without some reason:,74 Negative freedom 

therefore seeks to remove all sorts of unjustifiable external conslrams or impediments that 

might prevent the realization of individuals' autonomy or freedom to act or pursue th eirlife 

choices. This is also typicaJ of most hberal theories and reflects exactly the kind of autonomy 

lhatwe bave been talking about in the preceding chapter. 

'Positive' freedom, on the other hand., will involve the active participation in the 

lives of individualli by the community or state. The state or community (in its aucmpl to 

achieve what it conceives as the good life, the common good or the public mterest for all of it 

members) must make some amount of proVISion for certain resources so that all can have 

ICUSS to this good life. Jtmust providecenain resources that are aimed at improving the 

quality of lives of individuals in the community. In the worda of John Christman ' 

~=c!!!:·:~!':~~.~9~~:;;: Irs Lmm", BrulllCl EtJucs QuarTer/),. VoI . ~, No. 
~~~~~I:;=~tbECoaocpofapenon-, ProcfflliItPQffh(' ... rulOldIGllSocI~ty. New 
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A person who face&; no restrictions on action thai ~an be called an 
"intrusion" or "constraint" (at least as that has been Iyplcallyunderslood) 

may still be palpably unable 10 act in any meamngful way. She may. for 

example. lack basic resources that all other "normal
M 

people have easy 

access to."~ 

II IS these basic resourccs Ihat posU1ve fret.-dom secks to provide. This usually involves the 

provision of certain basic amcOllies like access 10 food and water. health service. shelter. 

dothing and education. It will also include the placing of some form of restrictions on 

indi\'idualmembers so that all keep to the agendaofa specific good life. This is typical of 

As much as these differences between negative and positive freedom can be 

sustained in theory. in practice no soclcty has proven to be soldy liberal without an yi nterest 

wilatsoevcrin t.he lives of their individuals or SO restrictive as to contTol everyaspet:tofthe 

hvesofindividuals. Also every society, in order to ensure its continuity, in praclicc:wilJ, to 

some extent, have to be interested in the lives of its members. Laws must be enacted and 

enforced to ensure cooperation, pcace and order. To ensure that individuals do not go around 

killing themselves for society to go ext inct, certain values must be held as conununal and as 

social, which should at aJltimes supersede individuals' desire and choices. These are the 

communal values that the communitarian theorists are said 10 advocate for. 

Similarly, no society can prof CIS to controllhe totality of the lives of its members. 

Such a SOClety will be met with rampant inlernal conflicts since individuals by their n ature 

develop altt:matlvc choices and desires. Sinee individllals have their own agenda or projects, 

it is required of every society 10 allow individuali some amount of freedom to operate in 

order to realize these projects. These are the: individual rights and freedoms that liberals 

advocate for . 

• , JobaCbnIlnVll, ''SAvmg PosItIW Freedou .. ·.Polmnu T1ItrH)'. Vol.J). No. I (Fcb .• 1OOS).pp 80-81 
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For the distinctioo between communitanamsm and liberalism to be maintained 

using the differences in emphasis of the two kinds of freedom, that is, communitarian theories 

lay emphasis on positive freedom while liberal theories lay emphasis on negative freedom, 

we will have to agree that when communJtarians say that their pnnelple also makes room for 

freedom then they mean positive freedom. If by freedom commUOIlanans mean more than 

POSltl\'C freedom but have in mind negative frcedom as well then again they enter int o the 

domam of liberalism, which leads us back to the same prob lem as before. that is the problem 

of finding an appropnatc disti.nction between the two. So far. going by the arguments by the 

moderate communitarians as we have seen from Gyekye, Macintyre and Taylor, we can say 

thattheyarenotonlyrefeninglOpositivefrecdombultonegatlvefreedomwhenlheydefend 

the poSition Ihal communitarianism makes room for individual autonomy. This being the case 

we cannot use the differences in emphasis of the two types of freedom by communitarianism 

and liberali&m as an alternative way of properly marking out the difference between the two 

principles. 

This conclusion just reached holds because when moderate COmmunilanans argue 

that their principle can make room for both communal values and also n:spl!ct individual 

ngllts and freedom, they are at the same time claiming lhat not only does their principle 

provide posillve freedom for individuals but it also makes room for negalive freedom as well. 

Moderate hbera1s also, in c1aimmgthal lheirprincipleac(:ounts for the appreciation of the 

conununityu well as the promotion of individuals' freedom, are ineVitably saying that 

liberalism accommodates both negative and pasila'e freedom as well . This is because (0 

promote or suslaln community life usually involves active panicipation by states in (he lives 

of individuals. This constitutes the proviSIon of po511m: freedom. Likewise to promote 

tndividual rigbtsand libenicswill require that states becom.e passive in their participation in 

he lives of individuals. ThiJ will also constitute a negative freedom. For these re.asons using 
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the (\\'0 types of freedom to estabhsh a dishnCtion between the two theories will present the 

same problem as before. 'The !WO theories "'ill fall into eacb other because they bOlh claim to 

exhibit similar features. 

Seclion3b: t;5ingdi~tinctcommunilarian reatures 

Many will not be willing to let go of the dIstinction between eommunitarianism just 

for the reasons I have given above. They will argue that there are, beside what I have 

mentioned. other factors or fearures that can clearly mark OUI a communitarian principle or 

even a cornmunitarian society from ils liberal counlerpan Going along with them, I want to 

find out whether indeed this can be possible. I want to investigate whether other distinctive 

qualities can be found within a communitarian principle or society that we can use to sustain 

the distinction between il and liberalism. 

Let me slart my investigation by looking inlo some characteristics that K",cSI 

Wiredu provided as essential and stnklng fe.lUCeS of a conununitarian society. In this long 

quotation, Wlredu provides us with ,orne charaClcnstlCS to be found in a communitarian 

society, especially in a traditionaJly African society. AccordingtoWiredu: 

A communahstlc society is one in whieh extended kinship linkages playa 

dommanl role in social relations '" this provides a broad domain of 

human ~lations in which a sense of obligations and rights and of 

reciprocity is developed on the basis of natural feelings of sympathy and 

solidarity ..... _ Bya kindofrwutal spilJ-ovcr, the sense of sympathy and 

solidarity easily acqum!s a community-wide scope. At this scale of 

cxtrnsionthereisinevitablyacertaindiminutioninthesenseofbelonging 

andsolidarity,butilis strong enough to gjve the individual a solid sense 
of security. As anyone can verify, this sense of &ccurity is euily lost in the 

relatively non-con:un~istic setting of a modem city, with destabilizing 
consequences for mdividual psyches and for sociaJ eqUilibrium. Measured 

apmstthc c:molionaJly desiccalai conditions of much cit ylife, il be(:omes 

casy 10 percclve the role ofkinlhip solidarity in the maintenance of morale 

In uad.iti~ rural ~ife. So ~ng, in f~, is the sense of communal 

belongmg ~ the traditional settmg that an individual's very SCOIe of self is 

contextuaJized noI onJyto the fact of community but aJ50to its values; SO 
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that a person, for all concerned, is nO' just an individual bom of hwn:m 

parentage. but also an indiVidualofthatdescriplio~~~sesertledhablts 
evinee s"-,,sitivity to tbebasic values of the commumty. 

£n another paragraph Wiredu continues that· 

The pnnciple underlying the choices ofa corrununalistic culture, however, 

is not only compatible with tile golden rule but also analogous to it. 
lndividuals in such cultures are enjoined to thlnk in tenns of not what they 
can gain from their society but what the society can gain (rom them, in 
order, however, that all can proiptr. In other words.. the individual's 

interests are to be adjusted to those of socIety, not vice versa. We find 
exactly the same outlook in the motto oflhe moral motIvation : be ready 10 

abridge your interests so that they can hannonize with the common 

intC1\.'SLThis is not a principlc of the abnegallon of individual interests • 

because il applies to all individuals. and in the upshot anyone individual 
should be more frequently a bcmeficlary of the forbearanceofothcrs than a 

sacrifice of self-interest. Exactly the same is true of the communahstic 

imperative." 

We gather from Wiroou that some of the distinctive features of a communalistic 

society includes the strong sense of kinship ties which comes with duties and rights expected 

and demanded of each member. These Jc..inship ties lead to a sense of solidarity and sympathy 

towards the other. This sensc ofk.inship bonding also serves as a source ofsccurity for the 

mdividual members, a feature which Wircdu believes is non-existent in liberal societies. The 

sense of solidarity and sympathy does not only end within the family but is extended towards 

.he entlrc community such that individuals do not see lhemseh'cs as only belonging 10 a 

;crtain parentage but also to an entire community with which they are to share mutual 

In the SttOnd part of the Quotalion we learn from Wiredu that individual choices in 

ommun;lhstlc SOCIetIes ue dJrl!'Cted by the golden rule which wc know to be 'do 10 others as 

'Ou will want others do to you'. A key feature here of interest is that according to Wiredu's 
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dCiCription.individuals' incerests incommunalistic socieries"areto be adjusled to those of 

society, not Vice versa." Finally we learn that this principle is nol a renunciation of 

individual's inleresl since Ihe principle applies 10 all. 

GIV(.-rl all these as the distll'lctive features of a communitarian society. most of which 

C3MOI be found in liberal societies, can these be used to mark out the distinction between 

commumlanamsm and liberalism and by so doing save the distmction from collapSing? That 

is to say, communitarianism will bc the principle ofa good society that advocates fora close 

sense of kinship relationships among individuals. a relationship which leads to a sense of 

solidarity and sympathetic [eelings towards one another and where individu31s' interests are 

adjusted to match up with thai of the good of the comrnumty. 

The answer to this question still remains the same. That is. it will be possible to use 

these fearures listed above ilS what clearly distinguish between commumtarianism from 

liberali&m, if such a communllarian principle docs not profess to make room also for the free 

exprcslionofindividuaJ autonomy. This is because as soon as this society, sodeseribed by 

Wiredu, decides to allow indiViduals their autonomy, eventually many of its features so 

described above, will be lost and the resulting SOciety will no longer be different from that of 

a liberal society-for how can the commumtanan maintaln kinship relationship, coupled with 

its expected duties and rights from its members, if the community is going to be very 

pennissive? This will mean that individuals Will be at liberty to malOtain kinship bonding or 

'lOt without having to feel any sense of denial. How ean this sense of sympathy and soli darity 

fee ling among one another still be sustained if individuals are at liberty to pursue their own 

)Cf$Onal agenda without any consideration to cornmunny values? Consequently. the 

Idjustment of individu.a1s' interests to hannonize with the common IOtercs( will no more be 

ID Ideal thing to do since it will not apply to allequaIly. 
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Communitarian theorists therefore cannot have it both ways. Either they hold on to 

these features that have been captured by W"edu and accept that communitarianism as It 

stands,docsnot m;&kl! room for individuals' autonomy and by so doing be able to keep the 

principledislinct from its liberal counterpart ora.ccept that the dlslinchon between the two 

principles cannot be sustamed since both theones have nothing concrete and distinct 

sep&r.ltmgthemfromeachother 

There are, however, some suggestions that perhaps the distinctIon between the two 

[hcori~ should be seen as belonging to different ends of the same spectrum. that is, we 

should consider both commumtarlamsm and liberalism as two thoones of a good society 

which both OIcknowledge the worth of community life as well the worth of individual's 

freedom. Here IhediITerence between two theories will only be in the difference in intcnsi ty 

or degree of apprecIation each thoory gives to either community life or individual 's libeny. in 

this sense, communitarianism should be scen as the thcoryofa good soclctywhich though 

appreciates and aJlows for individual's liberty, places more worth in communal cohesion and 

solidarity than in individual's liberty. Liberalism on the other side will beeonsidered as the 

theory of a good society which though appreciatcs lhe wOlth of community life 10 some 

extent, places more emphasis on the impon.mce of individual's <lutonomy than they will on 

advancing community's $Olidanty and cohesion. In other words, we can say that both 

eommunitarianism and liberalism provide for both positive and negative freedom but that 

while communitananlsm lays much more emphasis on the provision of positive freedom than 

lcgative freedom. liberalism lays more emphasis on !he provision of negatIVe freedom than 

hey do with positive freedom. 

I argue thai going by what hne been said by both defenders of moderate 

ommunitanarusm and moderate liberalism that both theories do support community values 

s weU as IOdlvlduahshc values, this alternative expi2nalion of eommunitariamsm and 
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libernliiOl. as suggested above. appears to renee! the proper way of explaining these twO 

theories. Ne\lertheless, if this alternative explanation is adopted, then it will mean that we do 

away with drawmg a sharp dIstinction between liberahsm and communitarianism. as if to say 

they an: two clearly distinct theories with clearly dlstmct uncommon features. It is worthy to 

mentIon here that this alternative explanation gl\'l:n to the difference in the two theories is not 

without its own challenges. For startm. it does not make the tension or disagreement 

between individuals wanting to be free and authontles \\anttng to maintain the status quo 

with regard to certain Circumstances go away. There is also the question of what constitutes I 

justifiable balance between the two theones. that is. how much freedom is to be given to 

individuals and how much wonh should be given to community values. 

Scc::rion4:(onclusion 

The ath .. '11lpt by moderate communitariaru 10 show that the principle of 

communitan31llsm can accommodate individuals' liberty and the attempt by moderate 

liberals to show that the principle of liberalism can appreciate the wonh of community in the 

lives of individuals should teIJ us that traits of both thoones exist in both camps. The 

distinctions made between radical communitarianism and moderate communitarianism or 

,ackward- look.ing commurutananism and forward-looking communitananism have been 

.lesperatc effons to accommodate indiVidual IibertiC$ or negative freedom into the 

:ommunltarianpnoclple 

The anempts by liberals to show that their principle is sensitive to the needs of the 

·ommunity have aJso led to a proliferation of liberal theoriC$ like liberal republicanism, 

Iberal patriotism. liberal multiculturalism and liberal civil society. Ifboth communitarian and 

iberat principles hold. similar poSllion that individuals' freedom illmportant and if both 

gree that community iJessentiaJ to the indivlduaI. lhcn there is will be no need 10 sustatn the 
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sharp dichotomy bctween these two principles. Iftheesseneeofcach principle is found In 

both. then there is actually DO basis 10 keep our hold on a shlUp distinction. That is 10 say that 

Wlless we maintain a radical dcfimtlOn of communitarianism and a radical definition of 

liberalism the sharp distinction between the two principles will rail apart or collapse into each 

If we acccpl tbeconclusion that the sharp distinction between the two principle$ 

doe. not hold because they both share similar features, then we can adopt the alternative 

explanation that the two theones belong to different ends of the same spectrum and lhat their 

difference lies only in the degree of emphasis of community values anelfor of individual 

hberty. This will also make it laudable to propose for the tradilional Akan societies described 

In chapter one, some refonns thai will make it more accommodative to individuals' libeny. as 

willbedonemchapter five, without falli ng mto any contradictions. 
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Cbapter" 

THE PllRIC INT.·Rt"ST: SO~U; THt·ORt"I IC-\L CONSIDERATIONS 

Seclion I : Inlroduction 

In the first and second chapter, I showed thaI traditional Akansocieties, by some of 

their belids and pracllccs, suppress indi\"idualautonomy. I showed and argued fora libernl 

principle of non-interference which basically says that individuals should be allowed to freely 

live ilieir lives in accordance wilh their own prefcrenceswitboul any undue inter ferencefrom 

their fellow men which should include government and traditional aulhonlles through laws 

and policies and traditional nomlS and practices respectively, except in cases where 

mdividua!sbytheiractionsbringhannuponomers. 

Traditional authorities from these 50CiClics somet imes would want to justify why 

they hold on to their beliefs and practices and why they think thesepracticcs arc relevant 

They do so by giving various reasons to expiam. One reason that is consistenlly giv en is that 

thcse beliefs and practices are in the 'public interest'or are that which promot es the 'public 

Inlcrest', otherwise referred to as the 'common good'. As we learned from previous chapters, 

the notion oflbe common good or public interest and ils preservation or sustt..'Jlance is a 

predominant feature in most communitarian theories of a good society. Describing a 

comm umlarian socIety, WlredU asserts tJw: "We find exactly the same outlook in the motto 

of tile moral mOlivation: be ready to abridge your intercst5 so tbatlhey can harmonize with 

the common interest .. 78
• From Gyekye we also learn thai 

Members of a community society are expected to demonstrate a concern 
for the well-being of others, to do whal they can to advance the common 
good. and generaJly to participate in the community life.19 
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In this thapler, I offer lOme CODCeptual analysjs of this term 'public interest' . I look 

at some alternative definitions and interpretations of the tenn from western wnters and also 

from some popular- Ghanaian understanding of the term, I find out whether any of these 

alternative attempts at a definition can be used as the proper explanation for the term 'pub lic 

interest'. This will inform us as to whether defenders oftradltJOnai Akan beliefs and practices 

arejUJtified in claiming that tbesc values are aJmcd at achieving the public Interest and also 

help answer the broad.er question as to whether the 'public interest' can be used as a 

justifiable reason to 5upreu individual autonomy 

Section 2: The Public luterest: ~ome wnlero theoretica l consideratioDs 

TIle 'public interest' is ahematively referred to as the 'common good'. 'common 

Interest' 'the social good ', 'the uruvenal good ' , 'public good' or the 'general will,.110 If 

finding the meaning of the tenn 'public ' proved to be difficult in chapter two then defining or 

identifying the public interest or the common good is going to be worse, mainly because of 

the use of the words 'interest' and 'good' which have to do with values, and like all value 

related words it is hard to teU wbether they are to be given universal meaning or that their 

meanlDg are relative, 

At times, the public interest is assumed to be 'what the public want' or ' the desire of 

the public', At other times it IS associated with that which promotes 'the well-bei ng of the 

.socidy'or'thebenefitofsociety' . 1nsomecasesthepubliclOterestistakentobewhat is 

'Jusl' or what is 'fair' , All of these ahcmative words and phrases-whal the public wanl$ or 
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de5lres, what IS in lhe well-beingofsoclcty, or benefits society, what is just and fair-areas 

vague as the term ' public interest ', that these phrases and wonls ancmptto explicate 

According to B. M. Barry " 3 policy, law or institution is In someone's interest if it 

Increases his opportunities to get what he wants- whatever that may be.''' ' Using Barry', 

dcfinitlon, wc can say that wbatever is in lhcpublic interest is supposed to bring the public 

ckJser (0 fulfilling its wants, needs or desires. It seems that in the case ofprivale or individual 

intcrests, no matter what their content may be, they are those things that are of direct concern 

totheindividualinvolved,yctthcse mdividualintereslsaresomclimesdifficultto detemtine 

eVUI by the individuals themselves. This is so because most often individuals arc not able to 

differentiate between what they want and what is In their mterest (even though these two can 

somellmes COincide). Someone can want something but what he wants might not be what is 

In hiS interest, something he himselr will come to the realization later. Looking at the 

difliculty even in achievmg individual interests, can we argue that Ihc public interestafTects 

or benefits every single individual who is par1 of the public and ifitdoes, does it benefit all 

equally? 

To this question Barry thinks that Just as to say that a policy is in the interests of 

farmers , for example, is to say that it is in the interest of each fanner as a farmer then to say 

that a policy is in the pubhc mterest is to say that it is in thc interest of each member of the 

public 3$ a mcmbcrofthc public or qua member of the public.u I am not 'ure I wi ll want to 

agree .", Ith Barry's analogy or position that a policy in the interest of fanners, actually is in 

the ,"lerest of all farmers and so the public interest IS also in the interest of every member of 

the public. Let's take for example a government policy 10 have all cocoa farms freely sprayed 

with insecticide. ~ow lIus is a policy aimed at the interest of cocoa farmen but would thaI 

~~~~~, "'Tbc Public ~~, P'rocwdIlt~J ofl.t ArlllOlellGll~·. Supplcmmtary VoIunrs, Vol. 38 

rbtd.p. J.4f. 
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mean that the policy will promote the mtt.'n.:st of every smgle cocoa farmer? What about those 

cocoa fanners who are already able to afford their 0"'l1 spraying, They are now not gOing to 

benefit per the policy becallse now every single cocoa farmer is going to produce high yields 

and compete with them on the market when hitherto they were the only ones coming out with 

good yiekis. It may also be in the public interest, as Roxbee Cox'] noted, to imprison a 

murderer for life without it being in the interest of the murderer. This becomes problematic 

more especIally I f you consider the fact that the said murderer happens to be part of the 

public whose interest is being sought. The imprisonment of the murderer will not benefit all 

who are his or h",'f dependents who are part oflhe public whose interest is being sought. 

According to Cox , a natural suggestion to solve the problem above is to say that 

when a policy or course of action is in the interests of fanners. or of some group, or is in the 

public Interest, it will at least be in the interests of the majority of members of the public84
. 

That is to s.ay, we should simply Identify the public interest 10 be that which is in the 

majority's interest . But Cox realized that although il is true that what is in the public. Interest 

is normaJlyin the majority's interest, it is not in fact tltisthat accouolS for the relevance and 

importance of the public interest. He asscns that· 

It is worth noticing here that those who invoke the consideration that a 
policy is in the public intere$l would seldom be ready to replace their 

reference to the public interest by a reference to the interests of the 
majority. It may of course be suggested that thIS is merely because the 
expression 'the public intercsC has acquired a more favourable autil than 

·the inlerests of the majority' although not differing from it in meaning." 

Cox argues that whaI is in the maJonty's interest does nOI necessarily constitute 

"'hat is said to be in the public interest even though what i.said to be in the public inter est is 

:~~i~7,~i;'''1beAppealIom.:PubhClnlefn'''.8n11S''.kuntQ/ofPo/ItICQISc'C'ft("t''\'OllN0.2 
• Iblll..pp. 229-230 
'Il*L. p. 230 
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In the Intere&t of the maJonty. In other words there IS some difference between the: maJority's 

intereslandthcpubhctnlcrest. He says that: 

lfsometbingis in the public interest il will also be in the interests ofa 
majority of members of the public. But the converse does nol hold: a 

policy can clearly be in the interests ofa majority without being in the 

public interest. A policy that favoured the Inlerests of men, where women 

fonned • minority, would be a simple cxample ofthis."S6 

J believe Roxbee Cox was right 00110 make the public inleresl synonymous with the 

Interest of the majority. Democracy as a form of governance operates by the majority's 

interest but experience has shown time and again that the majority are not Illways on the 

right. If. for example, we had had majority of people in South Africa preferring the 

continuation of apartheid to democracy, that wouldn't have automatically made apartheid to 

be in the public inlCfeSt. Asaresult,thepublic interest is not always determined through the 

c&stofa votcor the position of those who can make the mosl noi se. 

Similarly article 12. clause 2, of Ghana's constitution will not carry the same weight 

and meaning had il read "every person in Ghana, whate\'er hiS race, place of origin, political 

0pwoo,colow, religion, creed or gender shall be entitled to the fundam..:ntal human rights 

and freedoms of the tndividual conlaincd in lhis chapter but subjcci 10 respect fort he rights 

and freedoms of others and for the mUJ0rlty's mte,yst" iOitead of the last phrase reading 

publiemterest 

Making a milJonty's inlC1'est one and the same with the public interest will make it 

possible for the maJonty in society to SUppre5S the minority. The fact that most people in a 

group agrce that an innocent person should be convicted ofacrime does not make that ac tlo 

be in the puhllc Interest. The aftermath ofrul conviction might be catastrophic for the group 
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Cox's 5tatemmt lhIJ if something is in the public interest it will 81so be in tbe 

tntercst of a majority of members of the public is also mleresung and worthy of 

consideration. Cox seems to believe that even though the public mterest IS not synonymous 

with lhc majority's interest, whatever policy or law that is assumed to be in the public interest 

will Invariably be in the majority's interest. Now is it always the case? Doesn't the notion of 

publicinlerestandhowili5sometimcsusedmakeitpossibleforaparticularactorpolicyto 

be In the interest of a fc,," rather than the maJonty and still be classified as in the public 

Interest? Take for example. a policy that demands thai all educational institutions shou ld 

provide a len percent quota for lhe physically challenged. Can'l this be said tobeane xample 

o(a policy that is in the public Interest and yet only a minority group benefit s? The answcris 

no on my account. This policy might seem to be 10 the advantage of only the physically 

challenged persons., hence only a minority group but in the longrun the benefit is to the 

broIJdereornsnunity. 11Us is because when tbese physically challenged persons are educate d. 

~part from the fact that they wHi no longer be on the street asking for aims, they will now be 

in a bener position to contributc their quota to national development. So I agrcewith Roxbee 

Cox when he said that whatever is in the public interest will be in the majority's interest even 

though the converse of this stalemenl is not true:. 

If the public interest is not the majority's inte rest. what specifically is it and how do 

we: achieve it? Jeremy Bentham will prefer 10 label the public interest ai "the sum of the 

Interests of tile several members: who compose it.'''1 Explaining Bentham's posllion, Virginia 

HeidI! asserts that Bentham saw a conununity as a collection of individuals, and nothing else 

and that thecommuruty's Interest IS the intcre:stsofilSmembers. J. A. W. Gunn allO gave a 

similar rendition of Bentbam's position when he asserted that Bentham saw the commwtity 

or the public as a fictitious body and tbepublic interesl as an abstnct tenn covering a mass of 

~~~=.i~ntolbePrinr;'PInO(MoraIsUldL.q.lallon~lIlW(H'lttd. J . BowriD& 
"'VirpuaHrid. T1wPub'~/nkrUt-"IN/IVfduG'f",on,(NCWYOfIc, 1972)pp 64-65 
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individual interests". It seems then that to achieve thc public interest, Bentham would like us 

allow Individuals to pursue their own intereits, since they are those which are real and 

concrete. Will this approach so!ve the problem of the public intercst? 

Bentham'sapproacb fails to take into account the existence ofconflicling individual 

InlereslS. It will be very difficult to fulfill e\'cry individual's mterest without stepping on 

someonc' s loC$;. Besides, there isna contradiction In sayingofa particular policy thai even 

Ihough it is not in my mterest, it is in the public interesl. To avoid the difficulties thai 

Bentham's position might face, it will be a beller alternative 10 say that the public interest. not 

being anything concrete we can put our fmger on does not exist. The phrase is employed in 

usage 10 refer to an impossible situation where we have members of the ' public', whichever 

group is being referred to, know for sure what theirlOteresls are and have all, individually, 

come 10 a consensus that a particular act, policy, or law is or will lead to the attainment of 

that agreed interest. This being an impossible scenario, as shown earlier when considering the 

"arious ahcmatJvc allcmpts of defining the public interest, it will be rather prudent In talk of 

the realization of individual interests than the public interest . TIllS is because individual 

;ntc.:rcstsarcmoreconcretc, discoverablcandconflImable. lookingatalltheproblemsraced 

b) lhc vanous anempts at inh.:rprctlOg the public interest; taking into consideration 

Benlham's statement that the community is but a fictitious I..'tltlty which does not have any 

interest of its own other than the interests of its individual members., Ilhink the public interest 

ifit is to exist at aJl will be bCllcr attainoo or served when individuals are allowed to punuc 

their own interest guided, of course, by the 'harm pnnciplc'. This is probably one effective 

way 10 be sure thaJ the puhlic inleresl actually is in the intereat ofaJ1. 

AUowing individual members of society to punue their own interest as a way of 

IChi~·lnglhcpublicinterestisalsoinhnewjththeliberalpositionofnon_interl'erence . Here 

;(~ .~%~~~Bcntlwn_"PubIJ("lDtetesl-.cQ"4dimtJ(Jl4rne1ofpoJ"'CQ1ScIt:nc~, \OOlI,Nc 
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the IIldlVidual is able to live aDd follow his or her own life agenda without baving to follow a 

government's own postulation of what it perceives to be in the public interest which might 

notbc:lOafterall. ltalsoguidesagainstgovemmentsortraditionalleadmexploiting their 

mem~ for their own agenda using the pursuit of the public interest as an excuse 

Of course tbere is tbe issue of conflict of individual interests. Here, governments 

can scn'e the public interest by providing secunty for its members in situations where 

individual actions can bnng harm on others. The role of govenunent in ensunng the public 

mterest will belimitcd to ensunng peace, stability and security in society as individuals are 

left 10 pursue their individual goa1sand agenda. 

Secllon J:Tbepublic intuest as Ihatwhich promotes tbe cultural val uesorasocietv 

In Ghana.. and possibly for most of Africa. it is not uncommon to hear people 

arguing or to read from the ncv,'spapcrs that a particular action. behaviour or a yelto be 

passed policy is not African (un·African) or not Ghanaian. Md therefore is detrimental to the 

interest of Ghanaians. One panlcularsubjecl that raised such sentiments recently has to do 

With homosex.uality. When the question of whether homosexuals should be given 

constitutional rights to marry found itself in the public domain, therc WCfC loads ofnegalive 

comments and articles wrinen by Ghanaians90
, most of them going to all lengths to show that 

homosexuality is foreign 10 the Afiican and Ghanaian culture and was introduced to African 

cultures by the West. In an article wriUCTI by Dr. Kwame Akoto and published AuguS1201O, 

for example. he argued thal: 
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Over the lut 20 years or so there has been steady erosion in Ghanaian 

values and culturc and this is due LO tbe advent of West em culrure through 

films, music yjdeos, magazines, newspapers, fashion magazines and the 

like, through their most popular vehicle the Internet or multi·TV c~annel~. 
As a result of this cultural imperiali$lll whether they are appreciative of It 

or not, many Ghanaians especially th~ y~uth have begun t~ incuJcat~ these 
western values and behef systems thlIlking lItey are supenor to their own 

Ghanaian! African value and belief systems. A typical example of this is 

the Issue of homosexuality othenvise known as gay and lesbianism. Today 

m the ",est being gay or lesbian is commonplace and is totally a part of 

westemsociery"L 

In another newlj repon, we read that in 2006, Mr. K warnena Bartels, the then 

Minister of lnfonnation and National Orientation, released a statement on August 31, banning 

a purported international conference for gays and lesbians. which was rumored to be 

$Cheduled for Accra in late SI,.'Ptember of that year. In the released Slatement, Mr. Bartels 

declmdthal: 

Government would like to make it absolutely clear that it shall not pennit 

the proposed conference to take place anywhere in Ghana. Goverrunent 

does not and shall nol condone any activity which violently offends the 

culture, morality and heritage of!hc: entirepeoplc of Ghana.92 

Look.lng at the positions taken above by both Dr. Kwame Akoto and the Honourable 

Minister. one CI&I1 notice that they seem to assume that there are some sets ofpraclices, beliefs 

and ideas which can be called Ghanaian or African to wruch all aClions and behaviours 

shoWd eonfonn, if it is to be called Ghanaian or African. It is by tttis assumption that what is 

in the public interest is taken to be that which is either synonymous with, or promotes, these: 

sets of ideas and pncILCes so labeled as the culnn] values., nonns and b'aditions. I will. in 

this section. try to show thai the public interest is not all the time synonymous with what is 

assumed to be the cultural values nor is it always that which tcnd$ to promote these sets of 

Ideas and practICes. 
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In a response to me Honourable Minister, the leader of a group which claims to 

represent Ghana's homosexual population, Mr. MacDonald, asked a very Important question 

llwhasalQ(ofphilosophicalimplications. Heasked··what is culture in Ghana's context?" 

More compelling still is what he said next · ,,' think we need 10 talk more about what is 

Ghanaian and what is not Ghanaian again. so that we see whether we need to be incorporated 

into society ... .. " More often than not, we speak of a Ghanaian culture, Afiican Culture, 

American culture, etc. assuming there is a set of uni fonn or monolithic ideas. behaviours and 

practices common to all oftbese people so classified as Ghanaians, Africans or Americans. 

We alio take it for grantC'LI that as members belonging to a particular socielY thcre are or 

should be some form of practices and behaviours common and shared by all. for after all, 

..... hat will be the essence of being a member of a particular society if we do not share many 

thmgs In common with the rest of the members or that society. 

ThecruciaJquesllonshereare: 

What qualifies some ways of life as Ghanaian culture and others 31 non-Ghanaians? 

if something is Ghanaian doe!i itmcan it is good? 

iii. Is thai which is taken to be GtwJaian sacrosanct and so cannot be altered or 

abandoned'.' 

IV. ls that which IS taken to be Ghanaian binding on all Ghanaians and at all timea? 

When a group of people who believe they share a common ancestry, continually do 

things together in a particular way over a long period of time, it becomes their way of life, 

their culture. As the group continues to exist, their way of responding to problems is 

maintained with continlY-1 practice which is then passed on from one generation to another 

.",·ith mlDor changes here and there. in time, these practices become a tradition. Yet, every 

generation 15 flCed with its own special problems which sometimes the old approach of doing 
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things can't meet. In such SituationS new ways are developed and the old ways are 

abandoned. As societies develop, 1(.'tT1tones are enlarged and visitors are accommodated. 

Trade with othcrsocieties is inevitable since a SIOglesocielycannol by itself provide all its 

needa. Activities of war, activities of trade and the accommodation of visitors and mangers 

bring about cultural exchange and borrowing. These borrowed cultUJ1l1 practices and norms 

an: appropriated by the society ~3USC perhaps at the time they presented better ways of 

meetmg the challenges of the society or because of their aesthetic value. In time, these 

borrowed cuhures arc nOI seen by later generations as havingheen borrowed but ratherlhey 

aresecnutheirownand will bercadily protecled as such 

In lightoflhesesocilrhistoricaJ facts, it bcx:omes problematic fora sing Ie society to 

claim absolute and exclusive ownership to cenain beliefs and practices when some of these 

IOhrntcd cu\tw"'.u values might bave been slaned by empires which are no more in existence. 

Some of these cultural values might have been introduced by some anCient kingdoms that our 

anceslors used to pay homage to because thcseancient k.ingdomsde(c:ated ourances lorsina 

war. So It was, in ancient Civilization, that whenever a particular regime, empire or kingdom 

IS 10 control, that rc:gime, one way or the othl!r, had an impact on the culture and civilization 

on the states under its control. It was so \0 the time of Greek civilization and also of Roman 

eivihLation. Theuare countlcss reasons and possibilities thai can accoum fortheemcrgence 

ora particular culture. 

The Golden Siool of the Annie Kingdom to date remains a very important part of 

the Ashanti's tradition. Nevertheless. Ihc man ..... ho IS known in history to have conjured the 

stool from the sky. Okomfo Anokye, was not a native of the Ashanti kinSdom but from 

Akw3plm in the Akwamu Kingdom SOutheast of Ashanti. It is therefore conceptually and 

rustorically Impossible to have an Ashanti culture or an Akan culture whicb is so authentic 

and indigcnous 10 the pcople ofA.sbanti or to the Akan pc:ople without any dent ofinnuence 
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from other people's culture over the yt:ars. The bollom line, therefore, is that since we cannot 

have a strict definition of what counts as Ghanaian and what docs not COWlt as Ghanaian it 

will be conceptually Impossible to make the public interest one and the same as that which 

promolcsthcculturaIvaluesandttaditionsofGbanaians. This is because we will not be able 

to tell which orthe cultural values that needs promoting from those that we need not promote 

because they are not Ghanaian. 

St..'Condly. not aU of these generally accepted 'Ghanaian cultural values' arc 

aceeptable by all. Being a member of a cultural group does not mean that everybody in that 

group partakes or panicipates in all of its cultural products and believes in all ofi tsideas. ltis 

possible and nonnal for individuals of a particular group to have cenain desires outside and 

beyond the junsdiction of then group. This being the case, any attempt 10 equate the public 

interest with the cultural values of a society or a group will mean that those who do not 

partlclpale in tr.esecultw'al values, perbaps because they do nol find them appealing will be 

mildvantaged.Sinceali pubhc policies arc gomg tobe channeled at improving these cultural 

\'a1ues, those individuals who do not find these cultural practices and vaJues appcalingwill be 

forta:! one way or the other to conform or lose QUi. Similarly. if the public interest is assumed 

to be that which promotes the cultur.ll values of a society, it will make it possible for public 

laws 10 be enacted against those who do not conform to lhese cultural practices assumed of 

the group, mainly because they arc going to be considered a threat to the continue dexistencc 

of these practices, This will constitute the suppression of individual autonomy and makc 

soclcticsaulhorilMian, In such a slIuation the public interest. will be biased and wili notgi ve 

room for mdlVlduals to enjoy their free will. 

FlOaJly, nOI all theassumedculturaJpractieesofagroupora soclcty are known to 

be good for Its people. T'hen: are some cultural practices which art detrimental to th ... 

development of the people as a group and • individual members. If we go ahead to equale at 
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all times the public interest with me cultural values or thai which promotes them, then there is 

the possibility ofpromotiog some cultural practices which are morally questionable and also 

those that obviously stand against the fundamental human rights of individuals. In Ghana. for 

example,somecultural practices have been tagged as negative with many calling for their 

abolishment. Examples of these include female genital mutilation (pGM), trokosi or shrine 

slavery and the culture ofperceiviDgand treating women as second class to m en. It therefore 

seems that evetl the cultural practices must meet certain moral standards before i tisaccepted 

by the people. This being the case it will be an error on the part of policy makers or 

traditional leaders to make the promotion of certain accepted cultural values and practices as 

that which is in the public interest while making any other thing which is assumed to be 

foreign to these known cultures a public evil. 

lnthis scction, I have tried to show that we cannot define the public intercst as th at 

wbich promotes the cu)tura) values and traditions ofa given society. This is because it is not 

easy 10 determine which of our cultural values are striclly Ghanaian and which are not.m 

light of cultural borrowings and exchanges lhat have been going on since antiquity, it is both 

theoreticallyandhistoricallydifficultforanysocielytoc\aimexclusiverightsto any given 

cultural traits. Also, not all the assumed cultural products fora group or a given society are 

understood and appreciated by all those in the group or society. Thus, if the public imcrest is 

to promote these cultural producisonly, then Ihese individuals are g oingtobedisadvantaged. 

It is also going to make it possible for govemmcnts to use this interpretation of the public 

interest to force all into conformity to ccnain specified behaviours, something which will 

constitute Ihe suppression of individuals' autonomy 

FinaUy, due to the fact that some cultural products are morally questionable and are 

potential threats to the enjoyment ofindividua1s' human rights and dignity, it will be a serious 

blunder for anyone to assume that the promotion ofculturaJ products will at all time lead to 
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the achievement of the public interest. The goodness and wrongness of a cultural product is 

not to be found in its origin but rather in bow it enhances the lives of the people who p ractice 

it. Thls being true, 00 cultural trait can be said 10 be sacrosanct and untouchable unless it 

meets this standard. The public interest cannot be the same as the cultural product and values 

ofa group or society, or that which promotes these values just because it is their cultural 

values without taldng into consideration their efTect on the livesofi tspeople. 

Itisinthis light that homosexuality or any other human individual bchaviorcannot 

be simply dismissed because il is foreign 10 known and prevailing cultures. The onus then is 

on the former Honourable Minister, Kwamena Bartels and Dr. Kwame Akoto, including 

others who think like them, to show bow allowing homosexuals their liberty will be 

detrimental 10 the 'Ghanaian culture' . To do this, they will have to be able to clearly delineate 

those cultural products which are exclusively Ghanaian and those which are not and let the 

rest of the world know the criterion they used in doing so. As already shown, this will be an 

almost impossibility 

SectionS:CondusioD 

So far, we have learned from the proceeding that what is meant by the public 

interest is not easy to define. Looking for the public interest is like chasing your own shadow, 

you just cannot catch it. The proceeding has shown that the public interest is vague and not 

well defined. Its vagueness bas made it possible to be used to mean so many Ihings at once, 

coupled with many difficulties. I have shown that the public interest is not synonymous with 

theintereslofthemajority.Ihavealsoshownthatitisnotpossibleforthe public interest to 

benefit every single individual equally and that no matter its content there are people who, 
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one way or the other will be disadvantaged by that which is perceived to be in the public 

It is becauseofthefacllhallhepublic interest is difficult to detennine and also that 

nosingleindividualorbodycanexclusivelyknowwhatisintheinterest of everybody, due to 

diversity in interests, that I see Bentham's approach to the realization of the public interest 

more appealing. Bentham will want us to see the public interest as nothing beyond the 

interest of the individual members of the society. If we put in place policies that augment 

individuals' chances of achieving or fulfilling their personal interests and of setting goals, 

then we are on our way to attaining the public interest. This is because, unlike the public 

interestwhichissubtle, vagueanddifficulttoidentify,individualinterestsare more vivid and 

concrete. The pursuit and anainment of them are therefore more easily to do. This approach is 

in line with the liberal position 10 allow individuals their freedom ofcxpression and their 

autonomy to pursue their own life agenda without any undue interference from their fellow 

men. This will also help guide against some individuals or authorities using their own 

perception of what is in the public interest asa basis to suppress indi vidual freedom 
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ChapterS 

SOME AKAN TRADITIONAL. VALUES VERSUS T HE INDIVI OUAL SEARCH 
FOR FREEDOM 

In chapter fOUJ'",llooked at some theoretical considerations regarding the meaning 

of the term 'public ioterest' and some possible application of it. We saw the intricacies and 

difficulties involved in finding an appropriate meaning of the term 'public interest'- Ihese 

difficulties have something to do with the subtleness and vagueness of the term, allowing for 

all sorts ofinterpretatlons to be given to the term public interest. !concluded, however, that 

one possible means of attaining anything that might be in the public interest is to allow 

individuals 10 freely pursue their own private interests since these p rivateindividuaiinteresis 

are more easily identifiable, vivid and easily attainable as compared 10 attaining Ihe public 

interest in its vague usage 

Attaining the public interest by allowing individuals to pursue thei rprivateinterest, 

will give to individuals their autonomy or liberty to pursue their own agenda ofa good life 

without any undue interference from other persons. It will also guide against govenunents 

mdtraditional authorities using the public interest in its vague sense to control the lives and 

)chaviours of its people to conform to certain predefUlcd rules and regulations, traditional 

aws and values, laws and policies, which these governments and traditional authorities 

Icrceive to be the only assured ways of achieving the good life for all of its members. Thus, 

'ursuing the public interest by allowing individuals to freely pursue their own private 

lterests, gives to individuals the power of autonomy, which gives credence to their 

~tionalilyand respect for their dignity as humans. 
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Going by this concluSIOn. in this chapter, I propose a theory of a traditional Akan 

SOCiety which will give some accommodallon to the free expression of individuals' liberty 

while stili malntaming at least some fundamental principles underlying some or its traditional 

beliefs and practIces. This will require a revisit to some of these traditional Alan beliefs and 

practices that I identified in my introduction as standing antithetical to individuals' free 

expression; to investigate some of the fundamental principles that motivate the continual 

practice of these beliefs and how individuals' autonomy could be promoted while still 

maintaining some of the goo<i principies. 

SeCfion 2: Some Principl6 l'Ddtrlying Some Traditional Akao Values and Pracllces 

Prirnarily in chapter one. I identified some traditional Akan practices and beliefs 

that make the pursuit of individual freedom a problem in tradllional Akan societies. I showed 

tlw it IS because of the continua] belief and practice of th($ cherished and inherited 

trad,tionsvl5'a-"15 individuals' quest to be free that bringiabout the !requentte nsionbetween 

trathtional authorilles.., upholders of tradition and memben of these societies. The contents of 

some of these traditional beliefs and practices made it qUite impracticable for any individual 

to claim autonomy over hiS personal hfe. These included the value and worth Akans place on 

fmllly or kinship ties. their marriage processes and purpose (or marriage, fam ily names, and 

heir eommWlitarian character itielf. It is my Job here to identify some principles underlying 

he practice of these tr.lJltlons and see how these principles can be upheld while giving 

ndiyjduals some aUlonomyoftheir lives. 

M mentioned 10 secllon rour of chapler four, one behaviour that has received much 

Pposltion 10 Ghana.. as well as in many parts of the African continent, is homosexuality. The 

orcrca.sonforlhcopposition.apanfromtheovcr!yreligiouscharacterOftheAfricanpeoPle. 

,the Ix:llefthat bomosex:uaJicy iJ a foreign i.mpositionand as such pos.esa threat to African 
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culture II is, thetefore, the strong connctlon ofmosl African people thai everything must bc 

done to purge homosexuaJityout of the continent. I will, as a result of the current popular 

interest co the subject marter, use homosexuality as my mam reference throughout this 

chapler. Myconvictionisthatiflamableloargueforatraditional Afiican society that can 

accommodate an expression of individual autonomy as controversial as homosex uality, then 

Iht: same pnnclplei tim!: can be applied 10 any other form of individual Free expreision 10 

bchaVlourand in choice mak.mg. though,ofcourse, with varying degree of success. 

As mentioned earlier, traditIOnal Man societies place a lot of value on the family. 

Family bonding is very cruCial m Akan societies and so keeping regular contact with kinship 

relaJions and clan members IS highly motivated and expected. The lraditional Man concept 

of the family extends beyond the nuclear family make-up ofa husband, wife and children. It 

mcludesparenlsand grandparents. uncles and aunties, nepnews and nieees, cousins and all 

other kinship lics in what is usually referred to as a clan or lineage. What holds these 

individuals together as a unit is that they snare a common ancestry and are Ihus related b y 

blood. It is crucial for members of II clan to m'lInialO regular contacl with each Other to 

m~nlam the fcclingofbelonging and 10 show solidarity with other members. Because of the 

worth tradillonal Akan communities place on the family, they similarly place equal 

importance on the proccsses that lead to its sustainability and cxpansion. These processes 

buic:ally are marriage and procrcation. 

Commcntmg on the pwpose of marriage, W. E. Abraham noted generally about 

tradilionalAfncathat 

In African traditiOns. maniage is procreative in its pnmary purpose. 

AccordinsIy, women w~. have attained menopause do not in general 
remany and in some ~1C.hes e.g. among the NarSi, their current mamage 
canbeterminatedinthiscITCumstance.'" 
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N. K. Dz.obo also made similar observation. He observed that: 

Man's ultimate goal as an individual and as a member of hiS. clan is to 
multiply and increase because be is the repository of the creative power, 
the right use of which is his chief responsibility. Likewise when a woman 

::ar;:r~:~v:~s~~::br:~~~:~::~::;::t~:lop: :;~~::~:~~~:sse is 

Both Dzobo and Abraham's observation about African traditional attitude towards 

marriage can be said to apply similarly in traditional Akan societies. In traditional Akan 

societies, marriage is a big event meant to unite two separate families. The main purpose of 

marriage is procreation. Procreation is also important to the Akans because it is the children 

who are going to expand the clan as well as maintain the family name. Family names are very 

important to the Akans because family names give to the bearer his or her identity as a 

member of the clan. One is easily recognised as a native of the community or not by the 

mention of his family name. Family names bestow on the bearers all the pride, honour, fame 

and glory of past ancestors 

What are some of the principles that can be tapped from the traditional Akan 

perspecliveson marriage and the importance it places on family bonding and kinship ties? 

One important benefit individuals receive fTOm belonging to a clan is the sense of security. 

By security J do not mean the kind of protection security finns, police or annies provide for 

people. The sense of security I speak about, which is to be found in marriage and in being a 

member of an extended family or clan, is of a different kind. The extended family system 

provides a sense of belonging where all members can come and seek refuge. Mosl clans have 

family homes which welcome back all of its members after they have tried their luck 

elsewhere and have failed. Family members provide aid for each other when they need it. In 

effect, the familyprolects its own and gives solace 10 all who need it 
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In marriage. it is expected thai the two couples find friendship and companion in 

each other. In cascofincapacitalion ofcitner one o fthc couples. he or she is expected t o rely 

on the love and care of his or her partner. Children bom to the couples also enJoy some son 

of security in the form of upbringing and prolcctlon from their parents. The parents 

complement each oLber's effons in tne raIsing of the children. The woman is expected to train 

her daughters in knowing her rt:sponslbilities as a girl and a future wife. The man also owes 

rtSP0nJibilityto his sons, to train them mthe inherited tradition of his fathcrsand their future 

roles as head of famil y. The parents also can look forward [0 enjoying some fonn of security 

from their children when they are old and weak. The chIldren are expected to take care of 

their parents by providing food for them and seeing 10 their health and other material needs. 

Thus it is mquently said in an Akan proverb that: ',\· .. h«..'O your parents lake care of you for 

your teeth to grow, you muslalso take carc of them for their teeth to fal l out." 

Despite my saying that couples are expected to find friendship and companionship 

with themselves in their mamage. the fact of the matter is that in traditional Akan 

commWlities. men do not actually seek this fTlendship and companionship from thcir wives 

and women likewise do not receIve friendship and companionship from their husbands. Men 

treat their wivcs only as se" objects and to raise and nurse their chi ldren, and will rather 

prefer the company of thClr fellow men or cohans. Married men are found more often than 

not in the company oflbeir male counlerpans with whom they work together, dnnk together, 

and share ideas. Men wHl only come back home to their wives to eat and to sleep. 

The women too, because of the frequent absence of their husbands. find friendship 

and companionship in their fellow women with whom they share secreti and gossip of the 

town . The women an: mllst often with each other on their fanns, in the market place and on 

the way 10 the streanl and back. Thus the liiendshlp and companionship which the man and 

the woman are supposed 10 provide for each other in marriage is mostly found outside the 
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marriage, among friends of the same sex. This being the case, traditional Akan societies 

shouldn't find it out of place or 'unnatural' forman to man relationships to bec omcintimate 

and similarly for woman 10 woman relationships to become intimate, and when they do, it is 

highly probable that the two couples will fllld the expected friendship and companionship 

among themselves more than they would have had with persons of the opposite sex. Same-

sex married couples can therefore provide for each other the security of friendship and 

companionship desired in marriage. Love and companionship can easily be nurtured among 

same-sex relationships as compared 10 heterosexual relationships. 

One may argue that even jrhomosexual couples can provide ror each other the 

friendship and companionship expected in marriage, as argued above. they cannot together 

produce children who arc going to see to the expansion or the clan and ensure ror the 

continuation of the family name, which also happens to be another important fundamental 

principle for marriage. Thus same-sex couples cannot fulfil the primary requirement of 

marriage which is procreation. To start with, making procreation the core duty of marriage 

causes one to wonder whcther it is the marriage or their members that they are so interested 

in or giving birth to children. This is because we learn from traditional Akan communities 

that when a woman fails to give birth to children for her husband, either the marriage is 

annulled or another woman is brought in as a second wife. If the interest is more in the 

giving of birth so as to expand the clan and keep the family name alive. then [do not think 

one necessarily has to be married to be able to do so. On the other hand, ir it is the marriage 

of their members which is of more interest to them, then traditional Akan societies will have 

to aUow individuals the freedom to decide whom to marry and for what purpose. This should 

not exclude persons of the same-sex nor the reason of Jove, friendship and companionShip 

When it comes to traditional Akan societies' belief in procreation as a core element 

of marriage, this is where same-sex couples will face the most challenge. How do they give 
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the clan a child to continue the family name and at the same time extend the membership of 

the clan? One should note that adoption will not be a solurion here because as already 

indicated above, traditional Akan families are very particular with the facl that every new 

member to Ihe family by way of birth should have the blood of the lineage in him or her. That 

is to say, the child should be one's own child borne by him. 

Jt could be suggested bere that same-sex couples can seek solution from modem 

science. Artificial insemination can be a solution for homosexual couples faced with the 

problem of child bearing, if the need for a child 10 conrinue family names and expand the clan 

is crucial to the traditional Akan families. This is because with artificial insemination the 

child will have at least the DNA of one of the parents. Male homosexual couples can find a 

female volunteer who will be inserted with the spcnn of one of the couples for the natural 

process of fertilization and conception to take place. Female homosexual couples can also 

find a male donor to donate sperm to be inserted in the womb of either of the couple for the 

natural process offertilizalioD and conception to go on. Since the resulting c hildwillhavetbe 

blood of one of the couples in him, he will be worthy to carry the family name and as a result, 

maybelpexpandtheclan. 

The argument may continue that children born 10 same-sex couples can enjoy the 

same security to be found in the home of heterosexual couples. Same-sex c ouplescanalso 

providelove,careandthegoodnurturinganychildmayneed. lfhcterosexuaI couples fail in 

the upbringing of their child and the reason is not attributed to their being heterosexual but 

for other reasons then the same should be said ofbomosexual couples if they also fail to bring 

up their children well. Their homosexuality does not by definition make them unqualified for 

child upbringing. Like helerosexual couples, if same sex couples should fail in the bringing 

up of a child. the factors could include irresponsibility on the part of the couples, their 
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inanentiveness to the plight of the child and other social factors all of which can affect both 

heterosexual couples and homosexual couples aliJce 

Moreover, the extended family system provides structures that make it possible far 

children to receive love andafTectian, and good nurturing not only from the parents afthe 

child but from other men and women in the family as well. Thus in the Akan tradition the 

word 'mother' and the word 'fatber' are used not only for your biologic al parents but far your 

auntiesandunclesaswell. This is because any of these uncles and auntics can easi ly take up 

the role of your parents whenever your biological parents are incapacitated or dead. Thus 

homosexual parents do not necessarily have to shoulder the burden of the ch ild'supbringing 

by themselves but can rely on members of the extended family to give them a helping hand as 

and when they need it. Tltis places same-sex couples in the traditional Akan settings even in 

a better position to have and care for children of their own than same-sex couples from most 

other places 

The suggestion I have made is that artificial insemination is a possible solution for 

the problem of same-sex couples bearing a child to continue the family name and for the 

expansion of the clan. Wbile this seems convincing, there still remains this doubt in my mind 

as to whether children born using anificial insemination will be accepted by family members 

asoneoftheiro\llTl,lookingatthefactthatthesechildrenwerenotconceiveina'traditional' 

way, that is, the children were not born through sexual intercourse between a man and a 

woman. There is also the problem of the high cost involved in this process and the low level 

or technologicaJ advancement in traditional Akan societies. So despite the suggestion of 

artificial insemination, it seems that same-sex couples are still going to face some chaJlenges 

when it comes to meeting the requirement of child bearing to continue family name. This 

should show that not every aspect of ttaditional Akan beliefs and practices can be made 

compatible with individual's autonomy. I argue that in such circumstances, individuals 
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Shouidbegiveothelibertytodecidewhelhertheywanttoupholdtraditionornot,rathcrthan 

be made to confonn to traditions no matter what. 

Moving 00 from the traditional Akans' appreciation of the family or clan and the 

importance they place on marriage and procreation, I will want to now talk about some other 

values of the traditional Akan societies in which we can find principles that will not only help 

accommodate same-sex marriages but also all other individual free expressions. The 

recognition and respect for human dignity is evidently inherent in the traditional Akan ethos. 

Akans, in one of their proverbs, recognize that all human beings are children of God and that 

no one is the child of the earth. The idea behind this proverb is that since we are all from 

God, we are all equal before him and deserve equal respect. Kwame Gyekye even held tbat 

this nolion of human dignity the Akans find in every human being can be used as a basis to 

argue for the respect for human righls even in a communal society like the Akans.96 Now if 

every human being is equal before God as recognized by the above proverb, then traditional 

AJc.an socielies must give accommodation andrcspect to individual behaviours that differ 

from the nann including homosexuals. If all humans arc indeed equal and posses some 

dignity worthy of respect then individuals who exhibit difference in behavi our are still to be 

considered humans and be given due recognition and respect for their difference rather than 

be cast away, shunned,ostracised and discriminated against. 

The communalistic character of traditional Akan societies itself also reinforces the 

above position. The oommunalistic attitude of traditional Akans develops in them a sense of 

brolherhood and compassion towards each other. The conununalistic attitude of traditional 

Akan societies requires that all seck the general welfare of lhe community. A better way to 

achieve this general welfare of the corrununity, as gathered from the previous chapter, is to 

allow individuals the frecdom to pursue their private welfare or intcrest so far as the iractions 
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do not bring hann on others. lndividuals who deviate from the nonn by exhibiti ngdifference 

in behaviour or in character or in choice should not be discriminated againsl. Homosexuals 

are to be secp as member3 of the community whose interest must be regarded like everyone 

else in the society. Thus Thomas Nagel rightly noted that 

Any society concerned with fairness must try to decide what general 

structures or modes of treatment, applied to persons who differ greatly one 
from another, will qualify morally as a form of equal treatment, or at least 

nOI egregiously unequal treatment.
97 

We know from the conununitarian character of traditional Akan societies that 

seeking the general wellbeing of all is their priority and this should not exclude homosexual 

individuals or any other individual who exhibit any form of difference. As Gyekye also 

noted: 

The natural membership of the individual human being in a community 

cannot rob rum or her of rus or her dignity or intrinsic value, a 
fundamental and alienable attribute he or she possesses as a human 
being.91 

This intrinsic value I believe includes the right to be free and to be whom one desires to be. 

Section 3: Conclusion 

In this chapter, [ have identified some principles underlying some traditional Akan 

practices and beliefs. These practices and beliefs that I spoke about include d Ihe value 

traditional Akans place on the family, the importance they give 10 marriage and the worth 

they see in procreation. 1 also spoke about their belief in human dignity, that i s,thebeliefthat 

all are equal in the eyes of God who created man. Finally, I looked at their communitarian 

~~= ~:~'2~~~;;onScnutllnjUStice" Ctmceoil1lentandExposliTeandOtheT Essays,Oxford 

-lbitLp. 1SI. 
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character itself which develops in lhem a sense of brotherliness towards each othcr and 

requires of them to seek thegcneral welfare of all. 

Of these beliefs and praclices, some principles were tapped orohserved as being 

fundamentally inherent and as that which motivate the continual practice of these beliefs and 

practices. In marriage there is the principle of security which basically emerges from the love, 

friendship and companionship, the two couples are expected to find with each other. The 

extended family system provides for its members a place of refuge and a sense of belonging 

Family members also enjoy aid from other members when they need it. We learned that 

procreation is essential in marriage because it is the children who are going to expand the 

clan and sustain the family name for posterity. The belief in human dignity is also 

underpinned by the principle that all humans are children of God and as such demand equal 

respect. From the communilarian character of the Akans we learn that there is an obsession 

with seeking the general welfare of all and also to look on everyone as a fe ll ow brother even 

though from differem parents 

I have shown Ihat there is nOlhing in the above mentioned principles und erlyingthe 

beliefs and practices of traditional Akan societies that should make them abhor 

homosexuality or same-sex marriages or any other display of individual free expression so far 

as individuals hy therr actions do not bring hann onolhers. I showed that gi yen the fact that 

traditional married men and women do not seek tbe expected friendship and companionship 

from each other but from others oftbe same sex, it shouldn 't be out of place to have these 

same-sex relationship develop intimately and that when they do, same-sex couples are more 

likely to find the expected friendship and companionship with each other more than they 

would have found with persons of the opposite sex. 

I showed that one principle underlying traditional Akan marriage which might come 

as a challenge to samo-sex couples is that of procreation for the purpose of expanding the 
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clan and the sustenance of family name. The suggestion that same-sex couples could rely (l 

modem metbods of artificial UlScmlDation 10 !IOlve this problem. I have sho\\Tl, might nl 

wort as expected because of the high cost involved and the low level of technologic; 

advancement in traditional Akan societies. I however showed that same-sex parents in th 

traditional Akan setting, when allowed, may do better in parenting than same-sex parent 

elsewhere because same-sex parents in traditional Akan socil!ties can rely on the extend~ 

family structure and have other famLiy members help them in the nurruring of their chile 

whichwillbcin lincwiththetraditionalsctupoftheAkansocicties. 

1be beticf in human dignity also calls for all humans to be accorded equal respect 

and the fl.'Cognition of their autonomy when it comes to their mdlvidual choices and 

preferences. Respect for individual autonomy should be extended to include people who 

dIffer from us incharacler, behaviour and Iifeehoices. These differc:nces should be seen as 

contingenl fac10rs thaI do 001 make one person less human than Iheolher. 

Finally, I argued that thecommunilarian nacure oftflditional Akan societies itsel f 

provides us with some principles that should make traditional Akans accommodative to 

tndividualdiffcrences so far as these individual free expressions do not bringaboul harm on 

others, much of which have been said in chapter two. Also, the principle of Akan 

c:ommunitarian SOCieties to seek the general welfare of all, I argued, is best achieved when 

individuals arc gm::n the freedom or Itbeny to seek their own welfare or interest slOce II is the 

best assured way of attaining the interest of a ll without having to discrimmate. The sense of 

brotherliness .lso inherent in c:ommunitarianism should make traditional Akans consider one 

another as brotben im:specttve ofdifTcrences in life choices and the differences in our 

definition orunderstandmg ofa good life. 

In conclusion. we can then say that despite the popular argumrnt that traditional 

Man and for that maner African traditional beliefs and practices stand Slnctiy anlllhetieailo 
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the granting ofhomosexuaJs their freedom or generally speaJdng, stand antithetical to the 

acknowledgement of individuals' freedom, liberty or autonomy, we can find in some of these 

same beliefs and practices of traditional Akan societies, some fundamental principles that 

will make room for the granting of homosexual freedom and more generally the granting of 

individuals' liberty or autonomy. Traditional Akan societies, if they are to see improvement 

in the lives of their people and prevent stagnation of ideas and to be able to face modem 

challenges in all of its facets, must allow individuals their freedom to use both the lessons 

learnt from tradition and from their own experience to forge for themselves their own way of 

life. This ehaptcr had sought to show that there are inherent in their own bel iefs and practices, 

some principles that will support this. 
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CONCLUSION 

Over a1l, this thesis has sought to show that traditional Akan societies, despite 

evidenceofthesuppressionofindividuals'autonomy, canmakeroomfor the free expression 

of individual autonomy and that the priDciples to make this possible are not to be found 

outside Iheirown beliefs and practices but rather are inherent in their own c ulturalbeliefsand 

practices. This being the case, individual autonomy should not be considered as a foreign 

imposition, nor should il be seen as totally antithetical to cherished inherited cultural beliefs 

and practices 

There is a need for traditional Akan societies 10 do a re-appraisal of what they 

believed to be their inherited cultural Iraditions in order to sieve out those cultural norms that 

are capable of depriving individuals their autonomy. Individual au tonomy is very important 

for every society because it is that which allows for dynamism, innovation, and gives 

individuals the opportunity to be who they are and what they want to be. As long as these 

cultW'a1 nonns that suppress individual autonomy continue to exist, there will continually be 

tension between some individuals who wanl to escape the hoJds of tradition s and traditional 

authorities and upholders. This is because it is part of human nature to want to be free and in 

this age of mass cultural influx coming in from all angles, coupled with the internet and 

social websites, our people are becoming enlightened and becoming cons ciollsoftheirright 

and the power they have in themselves to be whoever they want 10 be. 

This should nol be seen as a call for the total neglcct of all of our cultural tradition. 

There are within these cultura1 traditions, some values worthy to be promoted which do not 

necessarily threatens the autonomy of the individual. These ones could still be promoted. 

I have shown that in traditional Akan societies some of the principles which were 

observed as being fundamentally inherent in some of their beliefs and practices were these: in 

marriage there is the principle ofsccurity which basically includes love, friendship and 
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companionship which thefWo couples are expected 10 find with each other. The extended 

family system provides for its mt.'mbers a place of refuge and a sense of belonging. Family 

members also enjoy aid from other members when they need it. We learned that procreation 

is essential in maniage because il is the children who are going to expand the clan an dsustain 

the family name for posterity. The belief in human dignity is also underpinned by the 

principle that all hwnans are children of God and as such demand equal respect. From the 

communitarian character of the Akans we learn that there is an obsession to seek the general 

welfare of all and also to look on everyone as a fellow brother even though from different 

parents. 

I showed from the principles observed from these traditional bcliefs and prActices 

above that most ofthcm can be made compatible with the granting of same-sex couples their 

freedom to unite or with some other eldtibition of individual autonomy. 1 showed that given 

the fact that traditional married men and women do not seek the expected friendship and 

companionship from each other but from others of the same sex, it shOUldn't be out of place 

to have these same-sex relationship develop intimately and that when they do, same-sex 

couples are more likely to fmd the expected friendship and companionship with each other 

more than they would have found with pcople of opposite sex 

Same-sex couples, I argued, may be faced with some difficulties when it comes to 

meeting the requirement of procreation which is highly regarded in marriage by traditional 

Akan societies. The suggestion to rely on modem method of artificial insemination to solve 

this problem, I argue, will not be entirely Successful. This is because there is no tell ing 

whether children born out of the process of artificial insemination will be accepted by 

traditional Akan families as worthy to bear the family name in the same way as other children 

born from the 'natural ' process ofeonception will be. Even though the resulting child from 

the artificial inscminationwill be canying the gene or blood of one oflhe couples, fraditio nal 
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Akan families might not perceive them to be the same. There is also the problem of the high 

cost involved in the process of artificial insernination and lhe fact that it will rcqu ire a high 

level of technological advancement which traditional Akan societies lack. This challenge, I 

noted, is evidence that nol every principle underlying every traditional Akan beliefs and 

practices can be made compatible with the search for freedom by individuals. I argued thai in 

such circwnstar\ces, it makes more sense thai individuals should have the liberty to decide 

whether they will uphold the traditional principle in question ornol, rath er than be forced to 

comply unwillingly 

Looking for other principies, I went on further that the belief in human dignityaJso 

calls for all hwnans to be accorded equal respect and this shou ld include people who differ 

from us in character, behaviour and life choices. These differences shou ld be seen as 

contingent factors that do not make one person lesshwnan than the other. Finally,largued 

that the conununitarian attitude of traditional Akan itself provides some principles that should 

make traditional Akans accommodative to individual differences so far as these individual 

free expressions do not bring about hann on others. Also, the principle of Akan 

communitarian societies to seek the general welfare of all, I argued, is better achieved when 

individuals are given the freedom or liberty to seek their own welfare or interest since it is the 

best assured way of attaining the interest of all without having to discriminate. The sense of 

brotherliness also inhcrent in communitarianism should make traditional Akans consider one 

another as brothers irrespective of differences in life choices and thediffere ncesinour 

definition or understanding ofa good life 

I conclude that despite evidence to show that some beliefs and practices of 

traditional Alcan societies stand strictly antithetical to the granting of homosexuals their 

freedom or, generally speak.ing, stand antithetical to the acknowledgement of individuals' 

freedom, liberty or autonomy. we can find in some of these same beliefs and practices of 
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traditional Akan societies, some fundamental principles that will make room for the granting 

of homosexuals their freedom to marry and more generaJly the granting of individuals their 

liberty or autonomy. 

The thesis bas also shown that the public interest or the common good, not being a 

clearly defmed concept should not be used as a basis for govcrrunents or traditional 

authorities or any other penon's interference in the private affairs of in dividuais, nor can ilbe 

used to suppress individuals' autonomy. The thesis has agreed withJ . S. Mill that individuals 

owe their private lives to themselves and that the only time goverrunents or traditional 

authorities are justified in intruding into the lives of individuals is when individuals by their 

actions pose a threat, not to themselves, but to others as well 

The thesis argued that despite the lack ofa clear and distinct dichotomi zationofthe 

public and private realms of individual's action, there was still a need to maintain some 

distinction ofa kind to prevent undue interference in all aspectsofi ndividuals' live and also 

to duly curtail individuals' freedom 

It is clear from the discussion of the public intercslthat how the phrase is emp loyed 

in usage is very confusing and suspicious. Th.isbeingso, it is possibl eforauthoritiestohide 

behind this phrase and commit various atrocities against their own pcoplc. ltcouldalsobe 

used to supress individual autonomy. Yct those who employ it in their everyday language do 

not have a clear definition or understanding of what they are referring to. Either they arc 

thinking of what itis the majority's interest or what they perceive to be i n everyonc's interest. 

To escape these difficulties, I argued that either we go along with Bentham's position that the 

public interest, ifit exists at all,isbest anained byal lowingthepursu it of individual interests 

which are more profound, concrete and realistic, or we totally do away with the phrase and 

stick to what will help individuals further or attain their own interests. Whichever way we 

choose to go, one thing that still remains is that the public interest, the common good., or 
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whatever aJlemarive phrase we choose in its place, should not be used as a justification to 

take aWay or suppress individual autonomy. 
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